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1 1 

Generall  introductio n 

1.11 Introductio n 

Thiss thesis presents a high pressure study on molecules confined in a matrix of a different 
substance.. However, these systems investigated can also be seen as binary systems in which, 
forr some mixtures solubility occurs, while other mixtures show complete phase separation. 
Fourr systems have been studied: argon clathrate hydrates, nitrogen in nanopores, and 
nitrogenn in binary mixtures with a noble gas (argon and krypton). In the first mixture, 
clathratee hydrates, argon atoms are trapped in water cages. The confinement is illustrated in 
Figuress 1.1-1.3. The second system, nitrogen confined in porous material (Figure 1.4), can 
bee seen as a mixture for which complete phase separation exists between the nitrogen 
moleculess and the pore material. The last two systems investigated (Figure 1.6 shows one of 
thee high pressure solid phases of nitrogen), N2-Ar and N2-Kr, both show mutual solubility in 

Figuree 1.1 Three cavities in clathrate hydrate structures. All shown cavities 

consistt of 12 pentagons and additionally from left to right 0, 2, and 4 hexagons. 

Thee guest atom is situated in the cavity center. 
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GeneralGeneral introduction 

thee solid phases and the components can therefore be looked upon as confining media. 

AA considerable number of investigations on these systems at ambient pressure have 
alreadyy been carried out by other investigators but data at elevated pressure are scarce or 
completelyy lacking. At higher pressures, not only a variety of new phases will occur but 
also,, as will be shown, the systems will exhibit a number of new phenomena, due to the 
increasedd importance of the repulsive forces. Moreover, certain phenomena can be studied 
betterr as a function of pressure than as a function of temperature. The phase behavior has 
beenn studied by performing Raman spectroscopy, visual observations and quasi-isochoric 
pressure-temperaturee scans. Information on a molecular scale has been obtained by 
analyzingg the experimental Raman frequencies and linewidths using molecular dynamics 
simulations.. In particular, the composition dependence of these properties provide insight in 
bothh the orientational and translational behavior of the molecules. 

Figuree 1.2 One of the two common clathrate hydrate structures (CS-II). The 
unitt cell consists of 16 small and 8 larger cavities (16-512 and 8-5l264, see Figure 
1.1).. In the figure, only the small cavities are depicted. 

10 0 



ChapterChapter 1 

Figuree 1.3 Hydrogen bonds between the water molecules. Each water 

moleculee is attached to four others, accepting two and donating two hydrogen 

bonds.. The four surrounding water molecules are arranged tetrahedrally around 

thee central molecule. 

Onee of the extraordinary properties of water is that the molecules can form open cage 
structuress (Figures 1.1-1.3), the so-called clathrate hydrates or clathrates. This solid phase, 
whichh is stable up to temperatures far above the melting temperature of pure ice, can only 
bee formed in mixtures in which the second component consists of atoms or molecules that 
aree small enough to fit  into the cavities. Clathrate hydrate formation has long been known as 
aa problem to the natural gas industry for the blocking of gas transmission lines at 
temperaturess above the ice point. Nowadays clathrates are seen as an energy source since 
thee discovery, in the nineteen seventies, of tremendous amounts of CH4 clathrates in oceans 
andd in land deposits, worldwide. Also in outer space (in Saturn's rings, in the polar deposits 
off  Mars, in the comet Halley) clathrates occur. Another possible application that has been 
investigatedd lately is the storage and disposal of C02 in hydrate form. 

Entirelyy different types of confinement are provided by porous media. In general, the 
phasee behavior of the confined molecules is strongly affected by the restricted geometry, 
especiallyy when the pore diameter is of the same order of magnitude as the dimensions of 
thee molecules inside. Up to now, most investigations concern freezing and melting 
transitions.. In the confined systems, these transitions are not only shifted but are also 
smearedd out over a more or less wide temperature range, depending on the pore size. In this 
thesis,, not only fluid-solid, but also solid-solid transitions have been investigated. Special 
attentionn has been paid to the effect of the pore diameter on these transitions. The 

11 1 



GeneralGeneral introduction 

Figuree 1.4 Nitrogen in a confining medium. The figure represents a snapshot 
off  the nitrogen molecules forming the contact layer in a cylindrical pore with a 
diameterr of 17 A at ambient temperature, at a density of 65 kmol/m3. The figure 
hass been provided by E. P. van Klaveren who studied nitrogen in cylindrical 
nanoporess by Monte Carlo simulations. 

experimentss on nitrogen in porous media are divided into two parts. Firstly, the data have 
beenn collected at increasing pressure at room temperature. In this way, it is possible to 
exploree large regions - the fluid, the p and the 8 phase of neat nitrogen - in a relatively short 
time.. Secondly, in order to obtain more detailed information about the occurrence of 
coexistingg phases, since temperature steps are better controllable than pressure steps, we 
alsoo performed a series of measurements at increasing temperature along a quasi-isobar. For 
bothh types of experiments the same phase regions have been investigated. 

Inn contrast to most pure systems, the study of binary mixtures is usually very complex, 

duee to the extra degree of freedom, the composition. A method to obtain insight in the 

effectss on the phase behavior that occur when a second component is added consists of the 

measuringg and the construction of the phase diagram. Although the knowledge of the 

individuall  components is used in constructing the phase diagram, the behavior of the 

mixturee may be very different and the properties of the phases may change radically. 

12 2 



ChapterChapter 1 

samplee space 

Figuree 1.5 The diamond anvil cell. The diameter of the sample space is 200 

p.m,, the thickness of the metal gasket is about 100 urn. 

Transitionn lines can shift drastically and even new structures may occur while phases that 

aree present in the pure systems may not be formed in the mixture. In this thesis, three 

differentt binary mixtures have been investigated: water-argon, nitrogen-argon, and nitrogen-

krypton. . 
Concerningg the motivation for the choice of the systems, the following can be said. 

Nitrogenn plays an important role for several reasons. Firstly, the molecule is Raman active. 
Secondly,, nitrogen has been the subject of many studies, experimentally as well as by 
computerr simulations and the phase diagram is known in a wide temperature range and up 
too high pressures. Further, since the molecule is very simple, calculations are relatively 
uncomplicated.. In the choice for the second component, a noble gas, special attention has 
beenn paid to the effect of the diameter ratio of the noble gas with that of the nitrogen 
moleculee on the phase behavior. The binary systems investigated previously concerned 
mixturess with nitrogen where the second component differs substantially in size with 
nitrogen. . 

Forr N2 in Ne (Ne is considerably smaller than N2) and N2 in Xe (Xe is much larger 
thann N2) the vibrational frequencies of the molecules are red and blue shifted respectively, 
whilee for both mixed systems Van der Waals compounds have been reported. For the 
mixturess studied in this thesis the size of the second component is more comparable with 
thatt of nitrogen: Ar is only slightly smaller than N2 and the Lennard-Jones radius of Kr is 
similarr with that of N2 at 300 K. The latter system is particularly interesting since it 
explicitlyy shows the effect of the small asphericity of the nitrogen molecule on the 
microscopicc properties and on the phase behavior. Although for these systems no Van der 
Waalss compounds have been found, the phase diagram is very rich and the phase transitions 
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showw an enormous shift in pressure. Moreover, while investigating the system N2-Kr it was 

foundd that, in the solid phase, the spectral linewidth is extremely composition dependent. 

Molecularr dynamics (MD) simulations provide information on the dynamics of the 

system,, which is reflected in the time dependent autocorrelation functions and in the 

differencee between the amplitude of modulation and the linewidth. This technique is an 

essentiall  tool for unraveling the mechanisms that account for the vibrational frequencies and 

thee linewidth. In this thesis, MD simulations have been applied to the nitrogen-krypton 

system,, in order to obtain more insight in the extreme line broadening as a function of the 

compositionn and the pressure in the solid phase. 

Itt may be clear that, in order to experimentally study the above mentioned phenomena, 

ann extensive temperature and pressure range needs to be investigated. Therefore, all 

experimentss have been performed in a so-called diamond anvil cell (DAC), shown in Figure 

1.5.. This apparatus consists of a metal frame in which two parallel aligned diamonds are 

fixed,fixed, holding a metal disk-shaped gasket in between. A small hole in the center of the 

gaskett contains the sample. By pressing the diamonds towards each other, pressures up to a 

feww hundred giga Pascal can be reached. 

Thee fillin g procedure for the water-argon mixtures is described in chapter 2. For all 

otherr systems, the DAC is placed in a pressure vessel that is connected with a gas loading 

system.. In order to reach high pressures, the pressure at which the DAC is loaded should be 

sufficientlyy high. Therefore, the pressure in the vessel is raised up to about 0.3 GPa before 

fillingfilling  the cell. The composition of the binary gas mixtures investigated is determined at low 

pressuree using the virial series expansion. The DAC is equipped with a temperature control 

device.. The main body of the DAC is provided with a platinum resistance thermometer for 

temperaturee measurements. Copper-constantan thermocouples are attached near the upper 

andd lower diamond and in the main body to detect temperature gradients. For experiments 

beloww room temperature, the copper inner housing of the DAC is connected to a cold finger 

thatt is placed in a liquid N2 dewar. In this way, temperatures between 130 and 400 K can be 

obtained.. The pressure is determined using the ruby fluorescence technique: a small ruby 

chipp is placed in the sample cell and by measuring the red shift with pressure of the Rt and 

R22 fluorescence lines that are emitted by Cr3+ ions in the sapphire A1203 lattice, the pressure 

cann be calculated. 

Thee simplest way to obtain information on the melting and freezing of phases while 

changingg the temperature or pressure of the sample is by visual observation. Through the 

microscope,, the melting and freezing of phases can be monitored and recorded on tape. 

Isochoricc pressure-temperature scans are very useful in the detection of 3-phase lines in 

binaryy systems. By increasing the temperature in small steps and measuring both the 
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pressuree and the temperature after each step, part of the transition line can be recorded as 

thee pressure follows this line until the transition is completed. 

Thee information about the microscopic behavior and also most information about the 

phasee behavior has been obtained by Raman spectroscopy'. With this technique, a molecule 

iss exited by a photon with an arbitrary but well known energy. After the inelastic scattering 

hass taken place, the change in the energy of the exited molecule corresponds to the energy 

differencee of the vibrational and/or rotational levels and a photon is created with an energy 

equall  to the original photon minus the vibrational (and rotational) energy. After measuring 

thee frequency of this photon, the Raman frequency of the molecule can be deduced. Raman 

spectroscopyy is a particularly useful tool for studies of molecular interactions. By 

measurementss of the vibrational frequencies of the molecule, changes in the bond length 

withh respect to that of the isolated molecule can be traced while the spectral line shape and 

inn particular the linewidth provide information about the dynamical behavior. 

1.22 Outlin e 

Thee second chapter deals with argon clathrate hydrates\ We have chosen to study this 

particularr type of hydrates since a comparison of low pressure experiments on clathrates 

reportedd in literature3"4 points argon hydrates as the most promising candidate for hydrate 

formationn at both high pressures and high temperatures. Further, the system also allows for 

comparisonn with nitrogen hydrates. Since argon and nitrogen have about the same size, the 

effectt of the orientational degrees of freedom in the nitrogen case can be explored. The 

studyy concerns the determination of the decomposition curve of the argon clathrates and of 

thee 3-phase lines that separate the distinct clathrate structures. 

Chapterr 3 concerns nitrogen in confining media. During the last decade, considerable 

attentionn has been paid to the thermodynamic properties of various substances in restricted 

geometries.. In general, the phase behavior of a substance changes drastically when confined 

inn a porous material. Moreover, for the molecules close to the pore walls (the adsorbate) the 

behaviorr is different from those in the pore center (the condensate). It is clear that crystal 

structuress can not be formed if the diameter of the cylindrical pore is just a few times the 

sizee of the molecules. However, even if the pore diameter is larger, the wall curvature, the 

restrictedd space and the interactions with the wall play an important role in the phase 

behaviorr of the confined substance. Low pressure Raman spectra5 6 and X-ray diffraction 

patterns788 revealed that the adsorbate shows an amorphous character. One of the fascinating 
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GeneralGeneral introduction 

Figuree 1.6 Crystal structure of the 8 phase of solid nitrogen. The unit cell 
consistss of 2 distinct sites: the molecules at the corners and in the center are 
sphericallyy disordered, while those in the faces of the cell are disk-like 
disordered.. The figure has been provided by E. P. van Klaveren. 

questionss is whether the amorphous phase takes part in the phase transition of the 
condensate,, or shows a phase transition of a different kind or does not transform at all. So 
far,, all the experiments reported were restricted to low pressures (< 0.01 GPa). At high 
densityy the structural order of the adsorbate is dominated by the short-range repulsive 
forces.. Moreover, at high pressures geometrical aspects play an important role in the 
formationn of solid structures so that the geometry of the confining medium might have more 
influencee on the liquid-solid and solid-solid transitions. The effect of the confinement in the 
poress on the phase behavior of both, the capillary condensed state and the amorphous state 
off  a fluid might therefore be quite different at elevated pressures. 

Simplee binary mixtures, such as nitrogen with a noble gas, are interesting systems to 

obtainn knowledge about the thermodynamic properties, in particular about mutual solubility 

inn mixed solids and about the dynamical behavior of the molecules. By varying the size of 
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thee second substance (the noble gas), the influence of the diameter ratio of the two 

componentss on the dynamics and on the phase behavior can be studied. Previously, the 

binaryy systems N2-Xe and N2-Ne have been investigated as a function of the composition by 

Kooii  et al.9. For both systems, the diameter sizes of the components differ significantly, 

sincee Ne is considerably smaller than N2 while Xe is much larger. In this thesis, the 

influencee of the nitrogen/noble gas diameter ratio on the crystal structures is investigated 

furtherr with the systems N2-Ar (chapter 4) and N2-Kr (chapter 5). For these mixtures the 

mentionedd ratio is closer to unity (argon is only slightly smaller and krypton is comparable 

inn size with nitrogen). Therefore, especially the latter system provides information about the 

influencee of the orientational degrees of freedom on e.g. the mutual solubility. In spite of 

thee similar sizes, the phase diagrams of the two systems differ substantially on several 

points.. Moreover, for the latter system the linewidth shows a tremendous increase with 

concentrationn and with pressure. From earlier MD calculations, it was shown that for binary 

fluidfluid mixtures the increase in the linewidth towards equal mole fractions is due to an 

increasee in the correlation time. To investigate whether the same is true for the solid phase 

wee also performed molecular dynamics simulations on this system. The MD results are 

presentedd in the last chapter. It turned out that, in the solid phase the correlation time 

obtainedd from the calculations is not a suitable parameter. Instead, the calculations have 

beenn focused on the broadening effect due to diffusion. 
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Clathrat ee Hydrate s in the syste m H20-Ar at 
pressure ss and temperature s up to 3 GPa 

C C 

2.11 Introductio n 

Clathratee hydrates (clathrates) are a special class of inclusion compounds in which hydrogen 

bondedd water molecules form a polyhedral cage-like structure (the host lattice) around 

nonpolarr or weakly polar molecules (the guests). In the case of argon hydrates, this solid 

phasee can be formed above 88 bar (the pressure at the lowest quadruple point) at 

temperaturess above and below the melting line of ice, but it does only occur in mixtures. 

Stabilityy of clathrates requires a minimum occupancy of the cages by the guest molecules. 

Thee cages are stabilized by van der Waals forces' but the interaction with the guest 

moleculess is very weak. 

Eachh structure consists of two or more different fundamental cages. The structure to be 

formedd mainly depends on the size of the guest molecule and is not strictly stoichiometric, 

inn the sense that the composition is not strictly unique, since the fractional occupancy of the 

cagess is somewhat dependent on pressure and temperature. The structures discussed in this 

chapterr are of type CS-I (consisting of 512 and 5l262 cavities, see Figure 1.1) and CS-II (51" 

andd 51264 cages, see Figures 1.1 and 1.2). The thermodynamic stability of clathrate hydrates 

hass been explained by van der Waals and Platteeuw'. Clathrates have been extensively 

investigatedd both experimentally3'4 and by using computer simulations5,6. Recent studies 

includee the crystal structure7,8 and the thermodynamic stability9,10 of clathrates. 

Thee present study is concerned with the determination of the decomposition curve of 

argonn clathrate hydrates and the 3-phase lines separating the different clathrate structures. 

Thiss system has been chosen for the comparison it offers with results on nitrogen 
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ClathrateClathrate Hydrates in the system H20-Ar... 

hydratess ". Nitrogen and argon have about the same diameter but differ in orientational 

degreess of freedom. In addition, the results of measurements up to 1.5 GPa by Dyadin et 

al.al. ' on several systems gave rise to the expectation that argon clathrates might exist at 

relativelyy high pressures and temperatures. 

2.22 Experimenta l method s 

Thee experiments have been carried out with a diamond anvil cell (DAC)14 connected to a 
temperaturee control device14. Under the microscope, the stainless steel 301 gasket was 
loadedd with a droplet of dei'onised water and an air bubble. After mounting the cell in a 
pressuree vessel, the air was purged and replaced by pure (99.999%) argon gas. On the basis 
off  the size of the argon bubble, only a rough estimation of the composition could be made; 
alll  the sample mixtures used during the p-T scans consisted approximately of the same 
compositionn (same bubble size) and contained much more water than argon. 

2.01 1 

1.8--

1.6--

15" " 
Q. . 

CD D 
o.. 1.4-

1.2--

1.0-11 1 1 1 1 1 
200 40 60 80 100 

Figuree 2.1 p-T scan at the clathrate hydrate decomposition curve of the 

systemm H20-Ar. The solid line represents a part of the measured decomposition 

curve:: liquid -clathrate-gas (L-C-G). 

/ / 
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Too investigate the phase behavior three kinds of techniques have been used: 

1)) The quasi-isochoric scanning technique1 (p-T scans). With this method 2-phase lines 
inn pure systems and 3-phase lines in binary mixtures can be detected by a discontinuity 
inn the pressure or by a sudden increase of the pressure (pressure jump) if a sufficiently 
largee volume change occurs. A typical p-T scan at the clathrate decomposition curve at 
aboutt 1.4 GPa and 70 °C is shown in Figure 2.1. The phase transition takes place 
gradually,, so that there is a range of pressures where the three phases coexist and the 
pressuree and temperature follow the 3-phase line. 

2)) Visual observation through a microscope (see Figure 2.2). A phase transition can be 
detectedd visually by a change in the color, or structure (solid-solid transition) or by the 
meltingg of a solid phase (solid-liquid transition). At points on the transition line, the 
pressuree has been measured. 

3)) Determination of the vibrational spectrum of the water molecules in the different 
clathratee regions. 

Figuree 2.2 Image of the sample cell (diameter 200 um) with the mixture H20-

Arr at a point on the 3-phase line just above Q4 (see Figure 2.3). The phases can 

bee distinguished visually: the clathrate hydrate phase (upper half of the cell, fairly 

transparent),, the solid argon phase (at the lower right, darker), and the liquid 

phasee (mainly at the right and the center of the cell, totally transparent). The dark 

spott at the left is the ruby chip. 
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Forr the p-T scans the cell was filled at 200 bar after which the DAC was mounted on a 

framee for further pressurization. The pressure in the DAC was determined using the ruby 

fluorescencee technique with the scale of Mao et a/.16 and the temperature correction of Vos 

andd Schouten17. The ruby chip was illuminated by the 488 nm line of an argon-ion laser at 

beamm intensities of 1 mW. At pressures below 0.5 GPa, the beam was passed through a gray 

filterfilter  to prevent heating of the chip. The ruby signal passes the entrance slit (100 urn) of a 

BM1000 single monochromator and is detected by an Optical Multi Channel Analyzer. To 

avoidd disturbance of the pressure measurements by plasma peaks, a short wave pass filter 

wass used. First, the sample cell was pressurized and set at the desired temperature. After 

stabilization,, the cell was heated in steps of 2 °C. Twenty minutes following each 

temperaturee step, the pressure was measured. Before and after each quasi isochoric 

temperaturee scan, the spectrograph was calibrated using the argon line at 696.54 nm, 

resultingg in an accuracy of 0.1 cm"1. The absolute uncertainty in the pressure is estimated to 

bee 0.03 GPa below room temperature and up to 0.05 GPa at temperatures up to 170 °C. The 

relativee accuracy, within one scan, is better (about 0.015 GPa). The temperature was 

measuredd with a calibrated copper-constantan thermocouple with an uncertainty of 0.1 °C. 

Forr the visual method, the same setup has been used. The cell was heated in steps of 

11 °C with intervals of about 5 minutes. Only at points on the transition line, the pressure was 

measured.. In this case, the accuracy also depends on the amount and the clarity of the solid 

involvedd and is generally less compared to p-T scans. Therefore this method has only been 

usedused at low pressures, when the volume change was not large enough to be measured with a 

quasii  isochoric scan, and also to give a quick indication about the position of the transition 

lines. . 

Thee Raman experiments have been performed using 400 mW of laser power. In order 

too reduce the strong liquid H20 signal and to get the maximum amount of clathrate we used 

aa filling  pressure of 0.2 GPa for the argon gas. The detection system consists of a double 

monochromatorr (entrance slit 200 ^m, instrumental width 1.5 cm ') and a charge coupled 

devicee (CCD) detector. All measurements have been performed using forward scattering. 

Beforee each measurement the spectrograph was calibrated, using the neon line at 576.44 

nm.. The Raman spectra of the coupled O-H oscillations of the two clathrate structures are 

dominatedd by the simultaneous presence of the liquid water signal. For the determination of 

thee main peak position of the clathrate spectra we used a Gaussian fit. First, the part of the 

liquidd water signal that overlapped the clathrate spectra was accounted for by fitting a linear 

functionn through points on both sides of the main clathrate peak and subtracting this linear 

fitfit  form the signal. Of course, with this method the calculated frequency might be shifted 

withh respect to the true value. Since the liquid H20 signal does not change much as function 
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off  pressure18 and temperature19 and since the amount of clathrate and liquid H20 is constant 

withinn a pressure scan, the subtraction will only introduce a relative error in the peak 

position.. The goal of this investigation - the pressure and temperature dependence of the 

frequencyy - is hardly affected by this procedure. 

2.33 Result s and discussio n 

2.3.11 Determination of the clathrate hydrate decomposition curve 

Thee results of a detailed study of the phase equilibria in the water-argon system at pressures 

betweenn 0.07 and 2.8 GPa and temperatures between 14 and 133 °C are presented in Figure 

2.3.. The experimental data of the argon clathrate hydrate decomposition curve, obtained 

fromm the p-T scans, is given in Table 2.1. The results are in good agreement with 

measurementss up to 0.4 GPa by Marshall et al20 and up to 1.5 GPa by Dyadin et al.n. In the 

temperaturee range investigated (up to 200 °C and 3.0 GPa) the water-argon system shows a 

demixingg of the fluid phase. At temperatures above the decomposition curve and pressures 

beloww the melting line of argon, two separate fluid phases are visible through the 

microscope:: a liquid and a gas phase. The liquid phase is water rich and the gas phase is 

argonn rich. In the low pressure region, the clathrate phase can be obtained from this liquid-

gass phase. When the temperature is lowered down to the decomposition temperature, the 

formationn of the clathrate is hindered by metastability of the liquid and gas phases. E.g., 

althoughh at about 0.4 GPa the clathrate hydrate is the stable phase below 32 °C, the sample 

hass to be cooled much further and only at about 2 °C the hydrate forms. 

Inn the region above 0.5 GPa, the clathrate phase is only obtained from one of the ice 

phases;; when cooling down from the liquid-gas equilibrium, ice VI or ice VII will form 

insteadd of clathrate. To obtain the clathrate phase the cell was heated from the ice region in 

question.. At the ice-liquid transition, the hydrate starts to form. In the region below 1.0 

GPa,, p-T scans have been performed at 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 GPa. None of those scans 

showedd a pressure jump at the 3-phase line liquid-clathrate-gas (L-C-G), although the 

clathratee phase was visible at the beginning of each scan. Results of Marshall et al.20 

showedd a relatively small pressure jump of 14 bar at 500 bar. This is too small to be 

detectedd in a DAC. The relative uncertainty in the pressure is about 150 bar. Therefore, only 

pressuree jumps of about 150 bar and larger can be detected. If the slope of the transition line 
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inn the p-T projection, dp/dT = AS/AV, is small, the change in the entropy AS is relatively 
small,, or the volume change AV and thus the pressure jump is relatively large. Considering 
thee small value of AV, the change in entropy at 500 bar must be very small. For the 
decompositionn line between 0.4 and 0.8 GPa this need not be the case since the different 
slopess on both sides of the second and third quadruple points (Q2 and Q3) are much steeper 
inn this area. At about 0.6 GPa the 3-phase line shows a temperature maximum above which 
AVV is probably even negative. 

50 0 100 0 
I I 

clathrate e 
decomposition n 

curve e 

) ) 

150 0 
i i 

150 0 

40 0 

-30 0 

-20 0 

-10 0 

0 0 

Figuree 2.3 p-T projection of the phase diagram of the water-argon system, 
togetherr with phase transitions in the pure systems. Solid lines: pure H20 
transitions,, dotted line: melting line of pure Ar, dash-dotted line: clathrate 
hydratee decomposition curve, Dyadin et al.n, triangles: clathrate hydrate 
decompositionn curve, Marshall et a!.10, circles: p-T measurements of the clathrate 
hydratee decomposition curve, this work, stars: visual observation measurements, 
thiss work. 
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Inn the region above Q3 the isochoric scanning method worked out very well and p-T 

scanss at 1.2, 1.5, and 1.9 GPa revealed large pressure jumps of about 0.4 GPa. Therefore, 
thee volume change at the 3-phase line in this area must be considerable, compared to lower 
pressures.. Since, at the transition line, the clathrate-liquid equilibrium transforms into the 
liquid-gass equilibrium, as in the low pressure cases, this suggests that the density of the 
correspondingg clathrate hydrate structure is higher than that of the low pressure structures. 

Abovee 2 GPa, i.e. above the new quadruple point (Q4), the pressure jumps are less 
profoundd but still considerable: 0.25, 0.25, and 0.30 GPa at 2.1, 2.2, and 2.5 GPa. At 2.7 
GPaa the clathrate hydrate decomposition curve could not be detected with this method. 
Instead,, starting in the ice VII region, the pressure and temperature follow the 3-phase line 
relatedd to the melting line of pure ice VII . In comparison with pure water, the transition line 
inn the mixture is not shifted within experimental accuracy, as can be seen in Figure 2.4 

--

-- ice VL 

icee VII 

/ * & & 
''

p> > 

solidd Ar 

cmjpnP"^ ^ 

fluidd Ar 

-r^-r^  1 1 1 1 1 
755 100 125 150 175 200 

) ) 

Figuree 2.4 Melting lines of the pure components and the corresponding 

3-phasee lines in the mixture. Solid lines: part of the phase diagram of pure water, 

openn triangles: corresponding 3-phase lines ice VII-liquid-clathrate (IVn-L-C) and 

icee VII-liquid-solid argon (IVn-L-SAr) in the mixture, solid squares: p-T 

measurementss of the melting line of pure Ar, open squares: p-T measurements of 

thee corresponding 3-phase line L-G-SAr and of the clathrate decomposition curve 

(L-C-SAr)) in the mixture. 
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(triangles)) and we can conclude that argon does not dissolve or hardly dissolves in ice VII . 

Withh the scan beginning at 2.1 GPa two phase transitions were detected; one at 110 °C, in a 

directt line with the clathrate decomposition curve and another phase line at 2.3 GPa and 160 

°C.. Now there are two possibilities: 

1)) The first transition line is the clathrate decomposition curve (L-C-SAr) and the second 

transitionn line is the 3-phase line related to the melting line of pure argon; liquid-gas-

solidd argon (L-G-SAr). 

2)) The first transition line corresponds to a change in the clathrate hydrate structure and 

thee second transition line is the extension of the decomposition curve of another new 

clathratee structure. In this case, the 3-phase line L-G-SAr still has to be located. 

7*(°C)) p(GPa) 7TC) p(GPa) 7(°C) p (GPa) 7(°C) p (GPa) T(°C) p (GPa) 

57.69 9 

59.65 5 

61.63 3 

63.63 3 

65.65 5 

67.59 9 

69.56 6 

71.46 6 

73.54 4 

75.59 9 

1.216 6 

1.237 7 

1.264 4 

1.294 4 

1.325 5 

1.348 8 

1.374 4 

1.397 7 

1.422 2 

1.456 6 

77.52 2 

79.13 3 

81.53 3 

83.53 3 

85.46 6 

87.48 8 

80.07 7 

82.08 8 

84.09 9 

86.21 1 

1.488 8 

1.503 3 

1.547 7 

1.580 0 

1.610 0 

1.636 6 

1.526 6 

1.561 1 

1.591 1 

1.624 4 

88.21 1 

90.23 3 

94.28 8 

96.38 8 

98.44 4 

100.5 5 

103.4 4 

104.4 4 

105.5 5 

106.5 5 

1.662 2 

1.709 9 

1.795 5 

1.825 5 

1.854 4 

1.896 6 

1.955 5 

1.980 0 

1.990 0 

2.016 6 

107.5 5 

108.5 5 

109.5 5 

110.6 6 

111.6 6 

112.6 6 

113.6 6 

114.7 7 

116.7 7 

117.7 7 

2.035 5 

2.057 7 

2.069 9 

2.086 6 

2.108 8 

2.123 3 

2.138 8 

2.164 4 

2.212 2 

2.284 4 

118.7 7 

119.7 7 

120.5 5 

122.5 5 

124.8 8 

126.8 8 

128.9 9 

130.9 9 

132.9 9 

2.313 3 

2.307 7 

2.363 3 

2.425 5 

2.531 1 

2.589 9 

2.668 8 

2.724 4 

2.787 7 

Tablee 2.1 Experimental data of the argon clathrate hydrate decomposition 

curve,, obtained from the p-T scans. 
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Too investigate the second possibility - another, new clathrate hydrate phase - several 
extraa p-T scans at higher pressures have been performed to detect the transition line L-G-
SA,-,, but with no result. In addition, since in literature only measurements of the melting line 
off  argon up to 1.8 GPa are mentioned, an extra p-T scan has been performed with a sample 
off  pure argon. The results are also plotted in Figure 2.4 (full symbols). From the figure it is 
noww clear that the second pressure jump indeed corresponds to the argon melting line. 
Since,, within experimental accuracy, the transition line is not shifted with respect to the 
puree system, we may conclude that at the most a very low solubility of water in argon 
occurs.. Based on these results the new quadruple points L-C-G-SAr (Q4) and IVn-L-C-SAr 

(Q5)) can be positioned at 105 °C, 2.0 GPa and 136 °C, 2.9 GPa respectively. Figures 2.5 (a) 
andd 2.5 (b) show the schematic T-x cross sections just below and above Q4. For the sake of 
simplicity,, the argon mole fraction of the clathrate structure indicated in the figures is fixed 
att about 0.15. 

Inn cross sections just below this quadruple point pressure, the 3-phase lines C-G-SAr 

andd L-C-G form the borderlines of the C+G area below and above this region respectively. 
Forr cross sections even closer to Q4. the 3-phase lines move towards each other and up to 
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Figuree 2.5 Cross sections of the phase diagram at constant pressures just 

beloww and above quadruple point Q4. Solid lines: 2-phase lines, dashed lines: 3-

phasee lines. 
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Figuree 2.6 p-T projection of the phase diagram of the H20-Ar system. Dotted 
lines:: 3-phase lines that mark the different clathrate structures. The points on 
thesee 3-phase lines indicated with diamonds are obtained by visual observation. 
Squares:: Raman measurements, structure Q, circles: Raman measurements, 
structuree C2. 

higherr temperatures until they coincide at the quadruple point. Meanwhile the area C+G 
becomess smaller and vanishes in Q4. In cross sections at pressures just above Q4 a new area 
forms:: L+SAr marked by two new 3-phase lines: L-C-SAr below and L-G-SAr above the new 
area.. The same can be said about cross sections at constant temperature below the 
quadruplee point. Only now the marking 3-phase lines have changed places: the upper phase 
linee is now the lower one and vice versa. The fact that the remaining 3-phase line (C-G-S )̂ 
emanatingg from Q4 could not be detected with the scanning method nor by visual 
observationn - although the starting point for all experiments was the ice boundary - is an 
indicationn for the composition of the mixture; from Figure 2.5 it is clear that, for all the 
mixturess with argon fillin g pressures of 200 bar, the argon mole fraction must be small; for 
mixturess with argon mole fractions less than 0.15 the transition C-G-SAr does not exist and 
forr fractions a littl e higher than 0.15 the amount of argon that melts at the transition line 
resultss in a pressure change too small to be detected with this method. 
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2.3.22 Raman investigations and clathrate structures 

Inn Figure 2.6 a part of the p-T projection of the phase diagram is shown with quadruple 
pointss Q2 and Q3 positioned at the two breaks'2: 31.5 °C, 0.72 GPa and 37.5 °C, 0.96 GPa. 
Givenn that a quadruple point is the point of intersection of four 3-phase lines and the fact 
thatt both argon and water are in the fluid phase in this region, this is an indication that there 
mustt be three different clathrate types in this area with separating 3-phase lines at the lower 
breakk Q2: L-CrG and L-C2-G (the decomposition curves), CrC2-G and L-CrC2 (the 
transitionn lines that mark the clathrate types). The remaining transition lines starting at the 
upperr break Q3 are C2-C3-G, L-C2-C3, and L-C3-G. 

Ass a result of the small pressure change at the transition line, the 3-phase lines that 
separatee the different clathrate types could not be detected with the isochoric p-T scanning 
method.. However, through the microscope, the rearrangement and formation of small pieces 
off  solid could be observed. The points obtained are denoted with a diamond in Figure 2.6. 
Thee proposed locations of three of the transition lines are indicated with dotted lines. The 
upperr transition line (L-C2-C3) marking the C2+C3 and C3 areas could not be detected this way. 

/\m^\/\m^\k k 

2900 0 3000 0 31000 3200 

v(crrf1) ) 

3300 0 3400 0 

Figuree 2.7 Typical Raman spectra at -10 °C of C] at 3089 cm"1 (lower signal, 
0.477 GPa) and C2 at 3077 cm'1 (upper signal, 0.74 GPa). The shoulders at about 
32600 cm"1 belong to the liquid. 
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Figuree 2.8 Peak positions of the O-H stretching vibrations in the clathrate 
structuress C, and C2 at -10 °C (squares) and 24 °C (circles), this work. The 
dashedd lines represent measurements by Van Hinsberg" on nitrogen clathrate 
hydratess at room temperature. 

Thee Raman spectra of Q and C2 have more or less the same shape, as can be seen in 
Figuree 2.7. Therefore, the only indication for a structural transition is a small frequency shift 
andd a change in the slope of the v-p plot. The pressure and temperature dependence of the 
vibrationall  frequencies of C, and C2 have been determined for the range from 0.2 to 1.4 
GPaa and -10 to 24 °C (see Figure 2.8) and are respectively -100  5 cm'/GPa and 0.95
0.055 cm '/K for C, and -45  2 cm'/GPa and 0.90  0.02 cm '/K for C2. The slopes of the 
linearr fits are assumed to be independent of temperature. Due to the weakening intensity 
withh increasing pressure and temperature, the C3 signal could not be detected. 

Aboutt the possibility of the formation of an amorphous phase in this p-T region, the 

followingg can be said. First of all there is no indication for yet another quadruple point 

betweenn Q3 and Q4 or between Q4 and Q5. This means that in the case of any amorphous 

(mixed)) phase, the third clathrate structure C3 would not exist and would actually be the 

amorphouss phase. So, up from Q3, we then would have measured the decomposition curve 

off  the amorphous phase. However, this is very unlikely, since the determination of the 

3-phasee line is reproducible for different compositions. Secondly, the mentioned phase is 

formedd out of a solid (ice) during heating via melting at the melting line of ice and not out 
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off  a fluid (amorphous) phase during cooling. In conclusion, although the C3 signal could not 
bee found in this p-T region, no indication was found for the formation of an amorphous 
phase. . 

Itt is interesting to compare these results with experiments on the mixture H20-N2 by 
vann Hinsberg et al.'n, since argon and nitrogen have almost the same diameter (3.85 and 
4.099 A). In the low pressure range up to 0.9 GPa the clathrate decomposition curves in both 
systemss bear close resemblance. Both systems are assumed to form CS-II in the low 
pressuree region21"23 (for the water-argon system this has been confirmed experimentally) and 
aree assumed to form CS-I in the area between the second and the third quadruple 
point12'21'24.. Further, for both systems, the pressure at the local temperature maximum and 
alsoo the pressure at the second quadruple point is roughly the same, as is the slope above Q2 

upp to 0.9 GPa. The important difference between the two systems is that, for nitrogen 
hydrates,, the decomposition curve is slightly shifted to higher temperatures. This could be 
duee to the small difference in diameter. After all, the volume in the clathrate phase is the 
samee for both systems, since in both cases CS-II is formed and because the molar volume of 
nitrogenn is larger than that of argon in the fluid phase, therefore the volume change AV at 
thee transition must be somewhat larger in the nitrogen system. This implies a somewhat 

Figuree 2.9 Optical image of a single crystal. The small dark spot at the lower 
leftt side of the crystal is the ruby chip. After following the decomposition curve 
(nearr Q5) until almost all of the clathrate phase was melted, the heating was 
turnedd off and the cell slowly cooled down to room temperature. During the 
cooling,, the crystal was grown. At this pressure and ambient temperature ice VII 
iss stable but since this phase shows a major metastability on cooling, it is 
assumedd that the single crystal is of clathrate structure C3. 
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smallerr slope of the transition line in the nitrogen case and consequently a shift to higher 

temperaturess compared to the argon system. 

Att higher pressures, above Q2, the location of the transitions is quite different in the 

twoo systems. In the nitrogen case, the curve goes up rather steeply and intersects the ice VI 

meltingg line at 1.4 GPa (Q3). In the argon case, the decomposition curve indeed increases 

steeplyy up to 1.0 GPa (Q3) but then it moves up to much higher temperatures, intersecting 

thee argon melting line at 2.0 GPa (Q4) and intersecting the ice VII melting line at 2.9 GPa 

(Q5).. Considering the much larger volume change above 1 GPa, this significant difference 

inn phase behavior can be explained by a much denser clathrate phase or by an increase in 

argonn concentration in the clathrate phase. In the latter case, double occupancy of the large 

cavitiess could account for the volume change. The rotation of nitrogen, which is less 

spherical,, is probably frustrated in the clathrate phase at higher pressures, resulting in a 

lowerr concentration. Because of this, the dissociation temperature is expected to be lower 

andd the change in entropy at the transition line is expected to be larger. Therefore, the slope 

mustt be steeper in the nitrogen system. 

Itt is interesting to note that the triangular shape as well as the size (-100 p.m) of the 

singlee crystal shown in Figure 2.9 is common in CS-II hydrates25. Since the single crystal 

wass grown, cooling down from a point on the decomposition curve just below Q5, C3 would 

thuss be of the CS-II structure. At first sight, this seems unlikely, as this phase occurs in the 

loww pressure region (C|). However, the large cavity of CS-II (51264) is larger than that of 

CS-II  (51262). Therefore, it is well possible that at high pressures indeed CS-II is formed and 

that,, in contrast to low pressures, the large cages are now doubly occupied. 

Fromm the shape of the Raman spectra no distinction can be made between C] and C2. 

Therefore,, the pressure dependence of the main peak position has been determined for both 

structures.. The vibrational frequencies of the C| lattice are a littl e shifted compared to those 

off  the water-nitrogen system (see Figure 2.8) but the pressure dependence is roughly the 

same.. However, in the water-nitrogen system", the pressure dependence of the vibrational 

frequenciess for both clathrates is almost equal: -0.82 cm'/GPa for C| and -0.89 cm'VGPa 

forr C2. Further, the main peak position in C2 is shifted 20 cm ' upwards compared to that in 

C],, whereas in the argon system the shift in the main peak position is not constant because 

thee pressure dependence on the frequency is quite different for C| and C2. Thus, we can 

concludee that the C2 lattice in argon clathrates is less compressible than the C2 lattice in 

nitrogenn clathrates. This is remarkable, since in both cases CS-I is assumed and because the 

diameterr of nitrogen is a littl e larger than that of argon. 
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2.44 Summar y 

Studiess of the binary mixture H20-Ar - by means of a quasi-isochoric scanning method -
havee revealed the range of stability of clathrate hydrates in the high pressure and high 
temperaturee region. The results obtained show an extension of the decomposition curve 
abovee the melting curve of pure argon and up to the melting curve of pure ice VII . At low 
pressuress the argon decomposition temperature first increases, then decreases and then 
increasess again with pressure, showing a local maximum and minimum temperature. At 
higherr pressures the slope of the decomposition curve remains positive but undergoes three 
moree breaks. Two new quadruple points have been determined: at 105 °C, 2.0 GPa (Q4) and 
att 136 °C, 2.9 GPa (Q5). In the lower region (below 1.0 GPa) the decomposition curve 
showss two breaks; at 31.5 °C, 0.62 GPa (Q2) and at 37.5 °C, 0.96 GPa (Q3), indicating that 
threee different clathrate structures are formed in this region. It is argued that at pressures 
abovee 0.8 GPa (C3) the system stabilizes in CS-II as is the case in the region below 0.5 GPa 
andd that in the high pressure CS-II structure the large cavities are doubly occupied. The 
positionss of the 3-phase lines separating the two clathrate structures at lower pressure could 
bee obtained via Raman spectroscopy since the pressure dependence of the vibrational 
frequenciess is different for each structure. 
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Nitroge nn in nanopore s at high pressure ; 
determinatio nn of phase transition s usin g 
Ramann spectroscopy . 

3.11 Introductio n 

Duringg the last decade, considerable attention has been paid to the phase behavior, the 

structuree and the thermodynamic properties of various substances in restricted geometries. 

Experimentss have been performed on a number of simple fluids [Refs. 1-9] such as He, H2, 

Ne,, Ar, N2, C02, CH4 etc., but also on more complex materials. Our interest lies in the 

simplee substances. Due to the confinement, the phase transition temperatures and the 

propertiess of the phases often change considerably. Usually a distinction is made between 

thee layers adsorbed onto the pore walls (the adsorbate) and the fluid or solid in the center 

partt of the pore, the capillary condensate (CC). Most investigations are concerned with the 

freezingg transition. There is general agreement about a depression of the freezing and 

meltingg point compared to that of the bulk material. Moreover, the transitions are 

continuouss and show a thermal hysteresis between heating and cooling. The transition 

temperaturess depend on the pore radius, the depression of the freezing point being inversely 

proportionall  to the radius4'10"1". 

Thee number of data about solid-solid transitions in confined substances is restricted. 

Recently,, Huber et a/.13'14 investigated nitrogen and carbon monoxide in pores with 

diameterss ranging from 25 to 130 A and 75 A respectively. They used simultaneous 

measurementss of volumetric adsorption isotherms and x-ray diffraction patterns. The 

authorss found that the transition temperature of the CC is reduced. The diffraction patterns 

revealedd that the capillary condensate of solid nitrogen forms a quasi hep structure (quasi 

becausee of the many stacking faults) down to the lowest temperatures investigated (16 K), 
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whilee in bulk nitrogen a transition to the orientationally ordered Pa3 phase occurs at 35 K. 

Further,, it was found that the adsorbed material consists of an amorphous phase. Solid CO 

transformss to the orientationally ordered state, as in the bulk material but at lower 

temperatures.. On heating, an orientationally disordered intermediate fee phase appears. Also 

inn this case the transitions show thermal hysteresis and are continuous with regions of phase 

coexistence.. The effect of the pore size on the transition temperatures, in particular on the 

solid-solidd transition, is not known since all measurements reported have been carried out 

withh a single pore size (diameter 75 A). 

Thee monolayers that are adsorbed on the pore walls play an important role in the 

structurall  behavior of the capillary condensate. Huber et a/.15 found that for low fillin g 

fractionss the diffraction patterns show broad maxima due to the amorphous structure of the 

adsorbedd monolayers. It is difficult to ascertain the number of monolayers because there 

wil ll  probably be a transition region between the absorbed layers and the capillary 

condensate.. Moreover, the number of layers may be different for different substances, pore 

wallss and pore diameters and may also depend on temperature and pressure, since at high 

pressure,, the repulsion and not the attraction to the wall determines the structure near the 

wall.. At low pressures, probably 2 to 4 monolayers are formed5'15. For pores with a diameter 

off  25 A, they found only diffraction patterns of the type that is typical for an amorphous 

phase.. This suggests that for this size of diameters, structured solids cannot be formed. 

Dee Kinder et a/.316 have performed Raman measurements on hydrogen in pores with a 

diameterr of 60 A. They were able to detect the hydrogen even with a fillin g fraction of 1 % 

andd could build up the first layers step by step. They found a shift in the frequency as a 

functionn of the fillin g fraction, resulting in a very broad peak at high fillin g fractions. The 

authorss suggest that the roughness of the pore walls leads to different adsorption potentials 

andd that this broad distribution of potentials may result in the formation of a second layer 

beforee the completion of the first layer. 

Onee of the interesting questions is whether the adsorbed amorphous phase takes part in 

thee phase transition of the capillary condensate, or shows a phase transition at another 

temperaturee or does not transform at all. Raman measurements on hydrogen by de Kinder et 

a/.33 show that at least the first layer of adsorbed molecules does not show any melting 

behaviorr and possibly also the second layer does not take part in the melting of the capillary 

condensate.. For argon, Huber and Knorr15 state that 'As far as the hypothetical melting of 

thee first and second monolayers is concerned, the diffraction pattern cannot really decide 

whetherr these layers are liquids or amorphous solids'. Similar results have been obtained for 

nitrogenn and carbon monoxide.17"18 

Freezingg point depression has also been observed in slit pores. In combination with the 

resultss on cylindrical pores, it seems that the confinement and the fluid-wall interaction play 
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Figure.. 3.1 Phase diagram of nitrogen. The dotted line represents the second 

orderr transition in the 5 phase. 

aa comparable role. Computer simulations provide a way to separate the various 
contributions.. A considerable amount of simulations have been carried out to investigate the 
freezingg transition of confined fluids8'17"'8. Maddox and Gubbins8 studied the influence of 
thee attractive strength of the pore walls (smooth walls) on the behavior of methane in 
cylindricall  pores with various sizes. In the case of pores with a diameter 10 times the 
molecularr diameter of methane (D = 10) and weak interaction between the methane and the 
poree wall, the first three layers of the confined fluid freeze at the same temperature. On 
freezing,, there is only a subtle change in the packing. In the center of the pore, the freezing 
temperaturee is considerably lower. On melting, the system does not completely transform to 
thee liquid state but to a mixed solid-liquid. As in the experiments, a hysteresis effect is 
observedd and the transitions are continuous. 

Iff  the interaction with the pore wall is strong and D = 10, the first layer (adjacent to the 

wall)) solidifies far above the bulk freezing point, the second layer also shows elevation of 

thee freezing point but the third layer shows a freezing point depression while the center 
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layerr does not freeze at all. On heating, the central region solidifies, due to the expansion of 

thee layers and then remelts. A hysteresis effect is observed except for the contact layer. 

Forr smaller pore sizes, the situation is complicated since multiple transitions occur. 

Monn and Percus18 carried out Monte Carlo simulations on hard-sphere fluids in cylindrical 

poress with hard walls and with diameters D = 1.1, 2 and 3.5 in units of the hard-sphere 

diameter.. At a certain pressure the density as a function of the pore diameter reaches a 

minimumm at about D = 1 and is then considerably lower than the bulk density. For D = 3.5 

thee density approaches the bulk density. 

Al ll  experiments reported so far, were restricted to low pressures (< 0.01 GPa). 

However,, at high density, the structural order of the molecules near the wall is dominated 

byy the short-range repulsive forces. Vermesse and Levesque'7 have shown that in that case 

thee behavior of the adsorption of simple fluids is similar to that of the hard sphere system 

nearr a hard wall. Moreover, at high pressures geometrical aspects play an important role in 

thee formation of solid structures so that the geometry of the confinement might have more 

influencee on the liquid-solid and solid-solid transitions. The roughness of the pore wall as 

welll  is likely to have other consequences for the structure of the adsorbed layers at high 

pressures.. Therefore, the effect of the confinement in the pores on the phase behavior of 

both,, the capillary condensed state and the amorphous state of a fluid may be quite different 

att high pressures. We have studied the behavior of nitrogen confined in nanopores in the 

pressuree range up to 7 GPa. 

Inn our high-pressure experiments, the confined fluid is also used as pressurizing 

medium.. Thus, apart from the capillary condensate and the adsorbed monolayers, we have 

alsoo nitrogen molecules outside the pores, the quasi-bulk (QB). The spectra become more 

complexx and the interpretation is sometimes more difficult because the contributions of the 

variouss phases may overlap and phase transitions may occur inside and outside the pores at 

differentt temperatures or pressures. 

Duee to the non-spherical shape, the phase diagram of nitrogen is quite complex (see Figure 

3.1).. At high pressures, nitrogen shows several solid phases. In bulk nitrogen the (3 phase 

{hep,{hep, orientationally disordered) transforms to the 5 phase (cubic, space group Pm3n) at 

aboutt 4.7 GPa and room temperature. This makes it possible to study phase transition shifts 

inn a very wide temperature range. The 5 phase is of particular interest because the molecular 

structuree has two different sites resulting in two vibrational frequencies (vi and v2) and two 

typess of orientational behavior20. Within the ö phase, a second order transition occurs21; at 

loww temperatures the molecules are orientationally localized (o]oc phase) while at higher 

temperaturess they are more or less freely rotating (5rot phase). 
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3.22 Experimenta l procedur e 

Thee experiments have been carried out with a diamond anvil cell (DAC) connected to a 

temperaturee control device22 (uncertainty: 0.5 °C). Under the microscope, the stainless steel 

3011 gasket was provided with the porous media. In order to remove any adsorbed molecules 

thee cell was heated under vacuum (10~5 Torr, 200 °C). After repeated rinsing (99.999% pure 

nitrogen,nitrogen, 2 bar) and creating vacuum, the cell was filled at 0.1-0.3 GPa. The pressure in the 

DACC was determined using the ruby fluorescence technique with the scale of Mao and 

Bell233 and the temperature correction of Vos and Schouten24. To determine the uncertainty 

inn the pressure (0.3 GPa) three ruby chips were inserted in the cell. The ruby spectra have 

beenn carefully examined for broadening which would be an indication for a pressure 

gradientt in the sample. We used the 488 nm line of an argon-ion laser at beam intensities of 

11 mW for the pressure measurements and 400 mW during the Raman experiments. The 

detectionn system consists of a double monochromator and a charge coupled device (CCD) 

detector.. All measurements have been performed using backward scattering. The N2 signals 

havee been recorded with an entrance slit width of 20 u.m, resulting in an instrumental width 

off  0.15 cm"1. Since both the spectra and the instrumental profile are (almost) Lorentzian, the 

fulll  widths at half maximum (FWHM) have been calculated by subtracting the instrumental 

widthh from the spectra. As some runs have been performed twice (with different samples), 

thee reproducibility in the frequency and in the FWHM could be estimated. For the 

frequency,, this value is about the size of the symbols. For the widths, the uncertainties are 

smallerr than 0.2 cm"1, except for those of the very broad and asymmetrical signal, stemming 

fromm the amorphous layers. In the last case, the trends in the FWHM are reproduced, but the 

valuess differ about 0.5 to 1 cm"1. 

Wee used dried amorphous porous silica gel (made available, including specifications, 

byy J. Jonas25) in powder form with a narrow pore-size distribution and a high pore 

interconnectivity:: a) pore radius 62.15 A, pore volume 0.887 cm3/g, area 285 m2/g, b) pore 

radiuss 31.2 A, volume 0.693 cm7g, area 445 m7g; and c) pore radius 17.1 A, volume 0.213 

cm3/g,, area 248 m2/g. For the mal lest pores we used^cl odect rin26 in powder form with 

poree radius 3.2 A and pore volume 0.140 cm3/g. 

Twoo types of experiments have been carried out. The spectra have been recorded as a 

functionn of pressure at room temperature (isotherms) and as a function of temperature along 

aa quasi-isobar at about 4.3 GPa. In the isothermal scanning experiment, we used 0.2-0.6 

GPaa pressure steps and time intervals of 1-2 hours, depending on the size of the step. In a 

confinedd medium, the time needed for the N2 molecules to complete the transition, could be 

differentt compared to the bulk system. Therefore, in order to verify whether the intervals 

chosenn were long enough, especially near the phase transitions, we also performed some 
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experiments,, during which the time interval between two subsequent measurements was 

chosenchosen much longer (60 hours), but the results were the same. To determine the time needed 

too reach temperature equilibrium during the isobaric scanning experiments we followed the 

samee procedure. Temperature steps of 10 to 40 K have been used and one hour after the 

temperaturee reached equilibrium, the spectra were recorded. 

Inn order to give a more detailed analysis we also studied the line shape and in 

particularr the linewidth of the spectra, as well as those of bulk N2. The peak positions and 

widthss have been determined by fitting each peak with a Lorentzian function. Due to the 

broadnesss of the adsorbate signal the intensity is very low, especially for the larger pores 

wheree the amount of adsorbate is relatively small compared to that of the capillary 

condensate.. To verify the consistency of our experimental spectra, additional measurements 

havee been performed in the DAC on a sample with pure nitrogen (no pores). The results 

agreee well with literature values for bulk N2 (Refs. 21, 27-30). The results for pure nitrogen 

aree also helpful in identifying extra shoulders or overlapping broad, low intensity peaks 

originatingg from the adsorbate. The fluid-solid transition can be easily detected since at the 

transitionss to the solid, a small but clear increase of the frequency occurs and the linewidth 

decreasess considerably. Because the spectra of the 5 phase shows two peaks, the (3-5 

transitionn is also easily identified. 

3.33 Result s 

3.3.11 Isothermal scanning experiments 

Somee of the spectra collected during an isothermal scanning experiment at room 

temperaturee near the fluid-P and the 0-5 transition are shown in Figure 3.2 (a). The spectra 

inn Figure 3.2 (b) have been recorded during a temperature scan at 4.3 GPa in the 5, [3 and 

thee fluid regions of bulk N2. The complex spectra illustrate the coexistence of several 

phasess and a very broad peak of low intensity appears in all of the spectra. This broad signal 

iss attributed to the adsorbed, amorphous layers and is indicated as A* . The sharp peak in the 

upperr two signals in Figure 3.2 (a) represents the vibration of the nitrogen molecules in the 

fluid.. As usual, at the transition to the solid a small shift occurs and the linewidth decreases 

considerably.. At more elevated pressures we find a pressure interval in which three phases 

coexist.. Apart from A* and vp two additional peaks (v, and v2) are observed, both belonging 
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Figuree 3.2 (a) Raman spectra of the vibrational frequencies of nitrogen 

confinedd in pores with 17 A radius. Shown are some of the spectra recorded at 

ambientt temperature in the fluid region (upper two spectra) the p region 

(middle),, the P-5 region (third spectrum from bottom) and the 8 region (lower 

twoo spectra). The signal marked as A*  originates from the adsorbed molecules. 

Thee inset shows a selection of the spectra of N2 in 3.2 A pores at ambient 

temperature,, (b) Raman spectra of the vibrational frequencies of nitrogen 

confinedd in 62 A pores, collected along the quasi-isobar at 4.3 GPa. From top to 

bottom,, fluid region, p-fluid region, P-5 region and 5 region. All signals show the 

presencee of A* as a broad peak, overlapping the fluid (vF) and the v2 mode of the 

88 phase. 
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too the delta phase. Finally, at still higher pressures (the lowest two spectra) only A*  and 6 

remain.. For neat N2, the integrated intensity ratio of the two 5 modes is 1/3, as the unit cell 

containss 2 a sites and 6 c sites20. In the confined case, the intensity ratio is smaller, as can be 

seenn in the bottom spectra of Figure 3.2 (a). This is due to the fact that the v2 and the A* 

modee overlap. The inset shows some of the spectra from the 3.2 A experiments near the 

fluid-PP transition. The signal of the amorphous layers is here much stronger. The spectra in 

Figuree 3.2 (b) show much resemblance, although the peaks in the upper spectra are 

significantlyy broadened due to high temperatures and the distance between the two 5 peaks 

is,, due to low temperatures, larger. The relative intensities of A*  and vp can be varied by 

focussingg the laser beam on a different spot in the sample. 

Thee vibrational frequencies measured during the isothermal experiments of N2 in 

nanoporess are shown in Figure 3.3. The solid lines in the figure, plotted for comparison, 

representt experimental fits of the frequencies of bulk nitrogen collected in this work 

togetherr with literature data21'27"29"30. The dashed vertical lines indicate phase transitions in 

bulkk N2. The accompanying widths are plotted in Figure 3.4. The most striking difference in 

thee plots of Figure 3.3 is the presence of two peaks in the fluid region for pore sizes of 17 

andd 3.2 A. The position of this second peak (A*  in Figure 3.2 and up triangles in Figures 

3.33 and 3.4) is about 2 cm"1 lower compared with bulk nitrogen, for pores of 17 A. The 

signall  is very broad, suggesting an amorphous phase3, with a FWHM increasing in the bulk-

fluidd region from 2 to 4.5 cm"1 and more or less constant in the bulk p and ö region. At the 

fluid-pp transition of bulk N2. a frequency jump is clearly visible. This jump has been 

reproducedd in a second run with a completely new sample (down triangles in Figures 3.3 (c) 

andd 3.4 (c)). Also for the smallest pores (radius 3.2 A) we find two peaks, the shift now 

beingg about 4 cm"1 and increasing with pressure but in this case no frequency jump is found 

andd the widths strongly increase up to at least 4.5 GPa. 

Inn the case of the larger matrices (31 and 62 A) the spectrum consists of a single peak 

inn the fluid region. However, above the fluid-solid phase transition, in all cases two peaks 

aree observed one stemming from the amorphous phase and one from the solid P phase. 

Exceptt for the smallest pores, the frequencies of the amorphous phase are situated on the 

extensionn of the fluid curve. The frequencies of the QB and the CC are nearly equal to those 

off  bulk nitrogen for the liquid as well as for the solid phases but the lines are broader. The 

solid-fluidd transition is shifted to higher pressures compared to bulk N2. With respect to the 

solid-solidd transition, Figure 3.3 shows that for the larger pores this transition is also shifted 

too higher pressures For all but the mal lest pores, a coexistence region of P and 6 nitrogen 

hass been observed. This region is small (one point in Figure 3.3) for the 17 and 31 A but in 

thee case of 62 A, the region extends over about 1 GPa. Above the coexistence region, first 

off  all, the V| and v2 branches of 8-nitrogen are visible. However, the broad peak associated with 
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Figuree 3.3 Vibrational frequencies of nitrogen in pores of 62, 31, 17, and 3.2 

AA radius (symbols, this work) and bulk N2 (lines, references 21, 27, 29, and 30) 

ass a function of pressure. The frequencies of the amorphous phases are indicated 

withh triangles, all other frequencies with circles. Dashed vertical lines: transitions 

inn bulk N2. The marked phases in Figure 3.3 (a) also refer to bulk N2. 
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Figuree 3.4 Full Width at Half Maximum versus pressure for pure nitrogen 

(solidd lines) and confined N2 (symbols). Dashed vertical lines: bulk transitions, 

triangles:: amorphous phases, circles: all other phases. 
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thee adsorbate remains present up to the highest pressure investigated; above 5 GPa the 

frequenciesfrequencies stm ming from the adsorbate coincide with the v2 branch of the Ö phase, but 

sincee the lines are much broader than those of 5-nitrogen, they can still be detected 

3.3.22 Quasi isobaric scanning experiments 

Thee isobaric experiments have been performed at about 4.3 GPa with nitrogen in pores of 

thee same diameters: 62, 31, and 17 A in the temperature interval from 140 to 410 K. The 

frequenciess as a function of temperature have been plotted in Figures 3.5 (a)-(c). The 

solidd lines again represent fits of the experimental frequencies of bulk nitrogen 

gatheredd in this work together with results in literature21'27'29,30. The dashed vertical lines 

indicatee phase transitions in pure N2. Due to the response of the system to temperature 

changes,, the pressure in the DAC might vary slightly during a quasi-isobaric scanning 

experiment.experiment. Where necessary, the frequencies in this work (symbols) have been corrected to 

4.33 GPa with the use of the above mentioned fits. However, the temperature of the 

transitionss does not change with this correction. Therefore, the vertical lines indicate bulk 

transitionss for the real, measured pressure. Hence, comparing Figures 3.5 (a)-(c) these bulk 

transitionss are not necessarily located at equal temperatures. It should be noted that all 

signalss recorded during the isobaric experiments are less pronounced compared with the 

isothermall  experiments. In order to thermally isolate the DAC, double windows are used, 

whichh reduced the outcoming signal. To obtain spectra of comparable intensities we used 

integrationn times twice as long as during the isothermal experiment. Therefore, the scatter in 

thee pressure and in the peak position is somewhat higher. The peaks belonging to A*  are 

wekk and very broad and overlap the v2 spectra. For that reason it is not possible to use a 

doublee fit function for the combined A*/v 2 spectra and a single fit  was used to determine the 

peakk position and the FWHM. 

Lookingg at the 62 A results (Figure 3.5 (a)), at low temperatures two peaks are 

observed,, originathg from the delta-loc phase and the amorphous phase v HOC a nd t ne 

combinedd signal A*/V 21OC. In addition, the second order transition (5|OC-8rot) is found at about 

1900 K, as in bulk N2. This transition displays as a break in the slope of the v-Tplot and can 

bestt be seen when subtracting the two frequencies. The widths are, as in the isothermal 

experiments,, about 0.4 cm"1 higher compared with bulk N2 and remain constant at the 

secondd order transition. The 8-P transition interval can be determined by the decreasing 

intensityy of Vi and the simultaneously increasing width of the A*/v 2 peak. At about 265 K a 

secondd component, vp, grows. The temperature at which the 5-(3 phase transition starts is 

somewhatt shifted to lower values compared to the neat system. However, the most striking 
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differencee with the neat system is the fact that the transition is smeared out over about 75 K. 

Att higher temperatures, the intensity of the v, mode of the 8 phase decreases until, at about 

3400 K this mode has disappeared. The peak at lower frequencies however, does not 

disappear.. At still higher temperatures vp gradually decreases, in benefit of the intensity of 

thee now combined signal of the adsorbate and the fluid (A*/v F) until at 400 K only A*/v F 

remains.. The (3-fluid transition is also slightly shifted to lower temperatures compared to 
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Figuree 3.5 Vibrational frequencies of nitrogen in pores of 62, 31, and 17 A radius 

(symbols,, this work) and bulk N2 (lines, refs. 21, 27, 29, and 30) as a function of 

temperature.. The frequencies of the amorphous phases (A* ) are indicated with triangles, 

alll  other frequencies with circles. Dashed vertical lines: bulk transitions at the given 

pressuree and temperature. The marked phases also refer to bulk N2. 
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bulkk N2. The v-7plot for the 31 A pores (Figure 3.5 (b)) shows much resemblance to that of 

thee 62 A pores. The main difference for the two matrices is that in the 31 A case the 

temperaturee range at which the 8-(3 transition occurs is smaller (50 K). In both cases, we 

findd at low temperatures the combined v2/A*  signal and at higher temperatures the 

combinedd vF/A*  signal. 

Att low temperatures, the frequencies for the 17 A matrix are comparable to those of 

thee larger pores. The second order transition occurs at about the same temperature but for 

thee smaller pores the temperature range at which the 5-|3 transition takes place is now 

substantiallyy smaller. While for the larger pores the temperature at which the transition 

startsstarts nearly coincides with the bulk transition temperature (dashed vertical lines in Figures 

3.55 (a)-(c)), for the smaller pores the temperature at which the transition is completed 

coincidess with that of the pure system. The P-fluid transition is again slightly shifted. 

Simultaneouslyy with the frequency shift at the transition, a small shift in the A*  frequencies 

cann be seen. 

3.44 Discussio n 

3.4.11 Isothermal experiments 

Fromm many investigations making use of adsorption/filling isotherms it is known that, for 

loww fractional fillings, the gas molecules do not fil l the pore center but form a thin adsorbate 

filmm on the substrate. The irregularity of the pore walls results in a distribution of the 

adsorptionn potential. De Kinder et al? provided evidence for the formation of so-called 

islands;; at low fillin g fractions, the molecules will first adsorb to sites with the highest 

attractivee potential, resulting in a strong red shift of the frequency. For increasing fillin g 

fractions,, these frequencies come closer to the bulk value. Hence, for completely filled 

pores,, a range of frequencies exists for the adsorbed layers and the adsorption signal is very 

broad.. Thus, if we make a distinction between the N2 molecules at the pore walls (the 

adsorbate),, the molecules in the pore centers forming the capillary condensate (CC), and the 

quasi-bulkk (QB) outside the pores, one expects a broad peak at lower frequencies for the 

adsorbatee compared with bulk N2 and more or less bulk frequencies for the QB. Since 

nitrogenn molecules forming the CC are not in the direct neighborhood of the pore walls, the 

frequencyy is probably hardly affected by the confining geometry of the pores. Moreover, for 
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thee formation of condensate the pores need to have diameters much larger than that of the 

N22 molecule. The molecule-wall interaction will then be weaker, because the walls are less 

curved.. Thus, it is expected that discrimination between QB and CC frequencies is not 

possible. . 

Inn all fillings, a sufficient amount of nitrogen is taken because N2 is also used as the 

pressurizingg medium. Therefore, in our experiment the QB intensity relative to that of the 

N22 in the pores depends on the amount of substrate in the cell and varies with each filling . 

Att low pressures, a thickness of the adsorbate of 2 to 4 monolayers5'15 is assumed. For small 

poree diameters, the amount of adsorbed molecules is of course relatively large. Since the 

diameterr of the smallest pores is less than twice the molecular diameter of nitrogen, 

capillaryy condensate can not be formed, thus the main peak stems from the quasi-bulk only. 

Moreover,, the absence of CC results in a relatively high intensity of the A*  peak. If we 

assumee the formation of 3 or 4 monolayers in our high pressure experiment, also in the 17 A 

case,, the pores are only filled with adsorbed molecules and we do not have condensate in 

thee center. For this matrix, the A*  signal is less pronounced. This is (partly) due to the fact 

thatt the A*  signal is very broad. Summarizing, for the smaller two pore sizes we expect two 

signals:: one from the QB and one from the adsorbate. 

Forr the larger two matrices, condensate can be formed in the pore center and thus we 

expect,, next to the signal of the adsorbate, the combined QB+CC signal. For these large 

matrices,, the A*  signal will be weak, as the relative amount of adsorbate is small. 

Nevertheless,, up from the fluid-solid transition of the CC and QB, identification of the A* 

signall  is possible. This is due to the fact that, although the difference in the frequency is 

small,, the difference in the width is extreme. 

Fromm the results of the 3.2 A experiment, the very broad peak at lower frequencies can 

noww be assigned to the adsorbate, in accordance with De Kinder et a/.3 and the red shift is 

ann indication of the strongly attractive part of the interaction with the pore walls. The QB 

undergoess a first order fluid-f3 phase transition at about 2.5 GPa. The widths in the (3 phase 

are,, possibly due to N2-substrate interactions, somewhat higher as in the bulk N2 case but 

thee resemblance is close. For the 17 A pores, the A*  frequencies are less red shifted in the 

fluidd region. This is expected, since for weaker curved walls a smaller part of the wall 

interactss with a given N2 molecule near that wall. At the transition pressure of the quasi-

bulk,, another frequency jump occurs. We suggest that this corresponds with a phase 

transitionn in the amorphous layers. The character is not known but a transition from a fluid-

likee amorphous phase to a solid-like amorphous phase is most likely. This is supported by 

thee fact that the linewidth is much higher than in a crystalline solid and on the other hand, 

byy the fact that the pressure dependence of the width above this transition is small, as in a 

solid. . 
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Forr adsorption onto planar films, experiments and simulations have already shown 

liquidd to solid-like transitions. Also for pore confinement, Dash31 and Molz2 suggested a 

rearrangementt of a highly disordered or amorphous layer once the condensate freezes. 

Lipowsky322 suggested there might be two different situations: surface induced disorder or 

surfacee induced order, depending on the interaction potential, meaning that the onset of the 

transitionn is triggered by the surface layer in case of melting and freezing respectively. 

Recently,, van Klaveren et a/.18 studied nitrogen confined in a nanoscale cylinder of radius 

177 A by molecular dynamics simulations. Starting with the (3 structure, they found that this 

latticee does not remain stable at densities and temperatures where bulk N2 does stabilize in 

thee j3 structure. Instead, a structure with concentric layers and a fluid-like behavior forms. 

Att higher densities, a triangular order between the layers occurred, although not as large as 

inn bulk P-N2, while the diffusive motion slowed down; the fluid has solidified. Interestingly, 

thiss new phase is characterized by the absence of long range order. 

Inn the case of the larger pores, no distinction in the frequency can be made in the fluid-

regionn between the QB, CC and the adsorbate since the signal consists of a single, nearly 

symmetricall  peak. Only after the fluid-f3 transition of the QB+CC, we find the double 

spectra.. The A* frequencies in the bulk (5 region are comparable with the 17 A case. 

Nevertheless,Nevertheless, an amorphous fluid-like to solid-like transition for these matrices is very 

unlikelyy in this region since, in contrast with the 17 A case, here the widths strongly 

increasee with pressure. 

Forr the 31 A matrix, the solid-solid transition starts at about 4.5 GPa and a small range 

existss where the P and 5 phase coexist. As the starting point is barely shifted compared with 

thee pure system, we assume the structural change is set in by the QB, followed by the CC at 

slightlyy higher pressures. This seems logical, since the rearrangement of the condensate is of 

coursee hindered by the geometry of the confining media. The adsorbate remains amorphous 

throughoutt the pressure range investigated. 

Forr the largest pores, the P-8 transition starts at about 5 GPa and only at about 6 GPa 

thee transition is completed. The coexistence range is significantly larger than for the 31 A 

pores.. The broad peak associated with A*  remains present up to 7 GPa, the highest pressure 

investigated.. Up from about 5 GPa the A*  frequencies coincide with those of v2. Because 

wee only have a single V| signal, we may conclude that only the QB+CC transform to the 5 

phasee and the adsorbate remains amorphous. 

Lookingg for a phase transition of the adsorbed molecules, no significant frequency 

shiftt in the entire pressure range is seen. This suggests that for the larger pore sizes, the 

adsorbatee is not involved in a phase transition although the linewidth seems to become 

nearlyy constant at high pressures. One should realize however, that due to the overlap with 

v2,, the accuracy of the linewidth is not high. Possibly the stronger curvature of the small 
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poress or the fact that in the 17 A pores no CC is present, is responsible for the phase 

transition. . 

Itt is interesting to compare the results with low pressure experiments performed by 

others.. Raman measurements of p-H2 confined in 30 A radius pores at various fillin g 

fractionss by De Kinder et al? also revealed a red shift of the adsorbate frequencies, and they 

findd a pressure dependence of this shift in the low pressure region. For increasing filling 

fractions,, the vibrational frequencies of the adsorbed H2 molecules shift closer towards the 

bulkk values, indicating that the adsorption potential weakens with increasing pressure. For 

confinedd N2, this might also be the case at pressures up to the vapor pressure. As the pores 

havee a rough surface one might expect that sites with higher potentials are occupied first. 

However,, since in this thesis only experiments at elevated pressures and thus with 

completelyy filled pores have been performed, the effect could not be observed. 

3.4.22 Quasi isobaric experiments 

Comparingg the results of the isothermal experiments with those of the isobaric experiments 

onee should keep in mind that increasing pressure at constant temperature is best comparable 

withh lowering the temperature at constant pressure. 

Fromm the spectra it is clear that; at low temperature, we have a combined A* v2 signal. 

Forr all pore sizes, the adsorbate remains amorphous throughout the temperature range 

investigated.. The signal is very broad for all matrices. An important difference in the 

transitionn behavior for the different matrices is the temperature interval of the coexisting 

phasess 8 and p\ As shown in Figures 3.5 (a) and (b) this range is larger for the 62 A than for 

311 A pores. The reason for this behavior is unknown but may be related to the results 

obtainedd by Miyahara and Gubbins33 for slit pores. They performed simulations of the 

freezingg and melting behavior of methane in slit pores with diameters up to 34 A and found 

thatt there was no relation between the range of the hysteresis and the pore diameter. This 

rangee depends on how well the solid layers (10 independent layers in the largest pores) fit  in 

thee pore, and is thus a geometrical effect. Small changes in the pore diameter (0.2 a, a the 

diameterr of the methane molecule) lead to drastic changes in the hysteresis. Results for 

largerr diameters are not available but 10 independent layers corresponds in cylindrical pores 

withh nitrogen already with a pore diameter of 68 A. Moreover, in cylindrical pores the 

geometricall  effect is stronger than in slits. Also, at higher pressures, the pore geometry 

playss a more important role, as the molecules are in the repulsive range of the potential. 

Further,, one should realize that our case concerns a solid-solid transition in which case both 

solidss experience the problem of fitting. Finally, a large hysteresis is not the same as a long 
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coexistencee range but the transitions in pores are smeared out. Moreover, the pores have a 

sizee distribution, so that the above mentioned effect varies from point to point in the pore. 

Thee fact that, for the smallest matrix the transition occurs in a very small temperature range 

cann be understood, realizing that these pores contain only adsorbed molecules that do not 

takee part in this phase transition and that only the QB transforms. Concerning the (3-fluid 

transition,, for both larger pore sizes a minor transition shift to lower temperatures is found. 

Figuress 3.5 (a) and (b) show that in the fluid region of bulk N2 the A*  and fluid spectra 

overlap.. Therefore, we can not exclude the possibility of a potential temperature range at 

thee P-fluid transition. 

Thee rearrangement of the molecules forming the adsorbed layers is, due to the scatter, 

lesss evident in the isobaric experiment compared with the isotherm. As in the latter case, we 

expectt merely a shift in the FWHM for the 62 A matrix while for the 17 A case we also 

expectt a shift in the frequency. However, due to the broadness and low intensity of A* , it is 

nott possible to examine the widths. Nevertheless, a small frequency shift appears again for 

thee 17 A sample. From Figure 3.5 (c) it can be seen that the rearrangement takes place at 

aboutt 400 K, which is the p-fluid transition temperature of the quasi-bulk and the 

condensate. . 

Bothh the depression of the freezing point with respect to the pure system and the 

presencee of a transition range have been observed for He (Ref. 34) and H2, Ne, 02, and Ar 

(Ref.. 2). In all cases, low pressure was applied and the entire range was situated below the 

bulkk transition. Theories concerning low pressure confinement predict that the shift of the 

transitionn to lower temperatures is inversely proportional to the pore radius. Investigations 

byy Huber et al.H on N2 in pores under its own vapor pressure revealed a reduction of the 

freezingg temperature of 11 and 7 K with 25 and 37.5 A pore radii respectively. In case the 

shiftt is not dependent on pressure, one would then expect a shift of less than 15 K in our 

highh pressure experiment. Considering the size of the temperature steps, shifts of this size 

cann not be detected but apparently, the shift does not increase with pressure. The authors 

alsoo state that the transition evolves in a continuous way i.e. a transition range was found. 

Alsoo remarkable is the fact that the a-P transition, which involves an hcp-fcc 

transformation,, was not found, despite the appliance of pores with diameters ranging up to 

1300 A, while Raman experiments on confined hydrogen at low pressure by De Kinder et al.3 

evidencedd that, depending on the cooling rate, different microscopic behavior is obtained. 

Att higher rates, the fluid phase is maintained, while for sufficiently slow cooling rates the 

moleculess condense into a solid phase. Further, when cooling down, the authors observed a 

transitionn range entirely situated below the bulk freezing point while during warming up the 

transitionn occurred over a much broader temperature interval which extended beyond the 

bulkk transition point. 
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Molzz et al.2 observed for oxygen in 36 A pores not only a fluid-solid but also a solid-

solidd transition, both situated below the bulk transition point. The authors attribute the range 

off  the phase transition to the pore size distribution, although the standard deviation is quite 

small.. Since the confining material employed in our work has a high degree of pore 

uniformityy and narrow size distribution, this could not solely account for the wide 

temperaturee interval of the 5-fJ transition. The explanation stated earlier, in which the effect 

iss ascribed to whether the structure fits into the pore or not, seems to be of more importance. 

Inn the isothermal experiments, the transition from p to 5 was delayed at increasing 

pressure.. Since a pressure increase can be compared with a temperature decrease, one 

wouldd expect a depression of the transition temperature in our experiments. However, this 

temperaturee is elevated. Probably, the confinement of the pores hinders the lattice 

transformation.. Comparing the magnitude of the regions where the 5 and |3 phases are 

simultaneouslyy present for the two experiments, it appears that for the isobaric experiment 

thee coexistence range is larger. However, taking the slope of the 5-P transition line (Figure 

3.1)) as a measure for comparing a temperature range with a pressure range, the coexistence 

rangee is about the same in the isobaric and isothermal experiments and the measured 

temperaturee range of 75 K (62 A pores) indeed corresponds to a pressure range of 1 GPa, 

whichh is the measured interval in the isobaric experiment. It should be noted that the same 

effectt does not occur at the freezing and melting transition. 

3.55 Summar y 

Withh this study, it was possible to distinguish the nitrogen molecules forming the adsorbed 

layerss from the nitrogen molecules forming the capillary condensate. Both, the results for 

thee isothermal experiments below 2.4 GPa and the isobaric experiments above 400 K show 

that,, apart from the quasi-bulk peak, an additional mode is present in all of the spectra. This 

modee is identified as the signal stemming from the adsorbed molecules forming an 

amorphouss phase. The corresponding spectra are extremely broad and the frequencies are 

redd shifted with respect to those of the bulk fluid. This red shift is dependent on the pore 

sizee (the wall curvature); smaller pore sizes result in a stronger red shift. In the isothermal as 

welll  as the isobaric experiment, an amorphous fluid-like to amorphous solid-like phase 

transitionn has been found for the 17 A pores. This transition occurs simultaneously with the 

fluid-solidd transition of the quasi-bulk. Apparently, in case the pores are (nearly) completely 

filledd with adsorbate, the behavior of the adsorbed layers differs from the case in which also 

condensatee is present in the center part. For adsorption onto planar films, simulations and 
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experiments355 have already shown liquid to solid-like transitions. However, for confinement 

inn pores a rearrangement of the amorphous layers has merely been suggested " . In our 

work,, the fluid-solid transitions and the solid-solid 5-(3 transitions are only slightly shifted to 

higherr pressures and lower temperatures respectively. 

However,, for pores large enough to contain condensate in the center, the solid-solid 5-

PP transition is smeared out, so that both phases coexist over a range of temperatures or 

pressures.. It is interesting that although usually higher temperatures correspond to lower 

pressures,, in both experiments this transition region is situated above the bulk transition 

pointt i.e. at higher temperatures or higher pressures. Therefore it is suggested that on 

heatingg or pressurizing the sample, the lattice transformation is hindered by the confining 

medium. . 
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Thee phase behavio r of the N2-Ar syste m at 
highh pressures ; a Raman spectroscop y 
stud y y 

4.11 Introductio n 

Inn the past decade, considerable effort has been made to reveal more insight in the phase 

behaviorr of binary mixed systems at high pressure'6. Theoretical predictions on hard sphere 

systemss are generally used as an indication for the development of the phase diagram of 

binaryy mixtures. The ratio (a) of the molecular diameters is an important criterion for the 

phasee behavior. For a > 0.94 calculations7'8 predict a monotonie incline of the fluid-solid 

phasee lines from the component with the lowest towards the component with the highest 

solidificationn pressure. Further, the Hume-Rothery rule states that, for hard spheres, a binary 

mixedd solid is only obtained if a > 0.85. 

Simplee binary mixtures, such as nitrogen with a noble gas, are interesting systems to gain 

knowledgee about the phase behavior and in particular about mutual solubility in solids. Due 

too the almost spherical shape of the diatomic molecule and the fact that the interaction 

potentiall  is well known, nitrogen has been the subject of thorough theoretical studies. In 

addition,, extensive experimental research has been carried out on pure nitrogen and the 

phasee diagram910 is well known. At room temperature nitrogen solidifies at 2.5 GPa while 

att 4.7 GPa the (3 phase (hep, orientationally disordered) transforms to the ö phase (cubic, 

spacee group Pm3n). The unit cell of the 5 phase (see Figure 1.6) consists of eight molecules 

att two distinct sites. Two molecules are located at the corners and in the center of the cell 
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(thee a sites) and six are positioned in pairs at the faces of the cell (the c sites). The 
moleculess at the a sites are orientationally disordered while the ones at the c sites rotate in a 
planee normal to the face. 

Studiess on the binary systems nitrogen-neon (with a = 0.73 and Ne the smaller 

component)) and nitrogen-xenon3 (a =0.88, N2 the smaller component) revealed that the 

homogeneouss mixed fluid region extends to much higher pressures than those of the pure 

systems.. Furthermore, both systems stabilize in stoichiometric compounds at high pressure. 

Whereass the system N2-Xe shows mutual solubility, Ne only dissolves in P- and 8-nitrogen 

whilee N2 does not dissolve in Ne. Also for the system N2-He (a = 0.59, He the smaller 

component),, a stoichiometric compound4 has been identified at room temperature. Further, 

Hee dissolves in s-N2 (Ref. 11), while no evidence for solubility of He in p- or 8-N2 could be 

obtained. . 

Thee system N2-Ar is of particular interest since, although nitrogen and argon do not 

differr much in size (a = 0.94, Ar the smaller component) and the intermolecular interactions 

aree similar, nitrogen is not completely spherical. Therefore, this system might provide 

informationn about the influence of the orientational degrees of freedom on the mutual 

solubilityy and other properties of the mixed system. In this respect, it is interesting to note 

that,, in contrast to the behavior of hard sphere systems of the same diameter ratio, the 

solubilityy of the smaller N2 molecules in solid xenon is less than vice versa. Research on the 

nitrogenn rich side at high pressure51213 showed that the argon atoms dissolve 

substitutional̂^ into the p as well as the 5 lattice of nitrogen The ratio of the integrated 

intensityy of the two 8 modes was found to decrease almost linear with the argon 

concentration.. The authors6 explain this phenomenon by arguing that the argon atoms 

exhibitt a preference for the a sites. 

Inn this work, in order to study the development of the phase diagram, particularly for 

smalll  nitrogen mole fractions, we studied the N2-Ar system at room temperature, using 

Ramann scattering. A detailed analysis of the obtained spectra will be given and the proposed 

phasee diagram is discussed. 

4.22 Experimenta l procedur e 

Thee experiments have been performed with a diamond anvil cell (DAC) of the wedge 

type14.. The mixtures (research grade nitrogen and argon with a purity of 99.9999%) were 

preparedd in a gas compressor. To allow for proper mixing, a mixing time of at least 60 

hourss was chosen before loading the cell. The estimated uncertainty in the mole fractions is 
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lesss than 0.01. For the Raman experiments, we used the 488 nm line of an argon-ion laser at 

beamm intensities of 400 mW. The pressure in the DAC was determined using the well 

knownn ruby fluorescence technique with the scale of Mao et a/.15 The absolute uncertainty 

inn the pressure is estimated to be 0.03 GPa in the low pressure range. At high pressures 

(abovee 10 GPa) the absolute uncertainty could possibly be a bit higher (up to 0.1 GPa). In 

orderr to prevent heating of the ruby chip during the pressure measurements the laser 

intensityy was minimized. 

Thee detection system consists of a double monochromator and a CCD detector. All 

measurementss have been performed using backward scattering. The N2 signals have been 

recordedd with an entrance slit width of 20 ^m, resulting in an instrumental width 

(Lorentzian)) of 0.15 cm"1 and an absolute accuracy of 0.1 cm"1. The spectra have been 

recordedd as a function of pressure at ambient temperature in the pressure range 0.2-15 GPa. 

Wee used 0.2-1.5 GPa pressure steps and time intervals of 1-3 hours, depending on the size 

off  the step. To determine the peak positions all Raman modes have been fitted by a single 

Lorentziann curve. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) has been calculated by 

subtractingg the instrumental width from the width of the measured spectra. 

4.33 Experimenta l result s 

Thee vibrational spectra and the phase behavior of the nitrogen-argon system have been 

investigatedd by Raman spectroscopy at high pressures in mixtures with nitrogen mole 

fractionss of 0.75, 0.50, 0.25, 0.10 and 0.04. The vibrational frequencies at room 

temperaturee as a function of pressure are presented in Figure 4.1. For comparison, the data 

off  neat nitrogen (Refs. 16-18) are also given (solid lines). To avoid misinterpretations, all 

solidd phases in the mixed system are indicated with an asterisk (e.g. p*, 5]*  etc). At low 

pressures,, only a single Raman signal has been observed for all compositions. The 

frequenciess first decrease with pressure and then increase via a minimum at about 0.13 GPa 

andd the red shift changes into a blue shift. The values coincide within experimental accuracy 

withh those of pure nitrogen. The behavior of the linewidth is similar to that of the frequency. 

Upp from 0.3 GPa, the vibrational linewidth (see Figure 4.2) increases with pressure as in the 

puree system but for the mixtures, the values are somewhat higher, in particular for the 0.25 

andd 0.50 mole fraction samples. 
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Figuree 4.1 Vibrational frequency versus pressure at ambient temperature. Plus 
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xx = 0.75. Full symbols represent the 8*  phase, solid lines: pure nitrogen. The dashed 

verticall  lines indicate phase transitions in pure N2. 
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4.3.11 Fluid-solid transitions 

Thee fluid-solid transition has been observed visually for all mixtures except for those with 
veryy low nitrogen mole fractions (x = 0.04 and x = 0.10). For increasing nitrogen fractions, 
thee coexistence region is entered at 1.7, 2.1, and 2.4 GPa. In this region, the Raman signal 
consistss of two peaks as can be seen in Figure 4.3. The intensity ratio changes when the 
laserr spot is focussed on a different point in the sample space. Hence, the two modes 
originatee from two different phases. At slightly higher pressures only one single peak, 
associatedd with a solid phase is left. 

Inn the pure system at the fluid-P transition, the frequency is shifted 0.95 cm"' upwards 
andd the linewidth is reduced by about 0.8 cm'1. A frequency jump also occurs at the fluid-
solidd transition in the binary systems. The shift is only slightly larger for x = 0.75 and x = 

p* * 

P4 4 

2.44 GPa, x = 0.75 

2.11 GPa, x = 0.50 

1.77 GPa, x = 0.25 

2320 0 23300 2340 

\/(cm"1; ; 
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Figuree 4.3 Raman spectra of nitrogen in N2-Ar at room temperature in the 
fluid-solidd coexistence region. 
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0.50,, but for x = 0.25 the shift is comparable with that in pure nitrogen. Further, the 
linewidthh of the solid is smaller than that of the fluid as in pure N2 but for all mixtures, the 
spectraa are much broader. 

4.3.22 Solid-solid transitions 

Att high pressures, the various mixtures investigated show different behavior. Let us first 
lookk atx = 0.75. In this case, in the (3 phase, the linewidth broadens only littl e with pressure. 
Att about 5.4 GPa another transition occurs (Figure 4.4). The spectrum now consists of two 
additionall  vibrational modes, referred to as 5,*  and 82*  as will be explained later. This 
solid-solidd transition could not be observed visually, since all solids appeared transparent 

3 3 

CO O 

B* * 
9.66 GPa, x = 0.25 

5ÜI I 8.11 GPa, x = 0.50 

55 * 5.4 GPa, x = 0.75 

23400 2360 2380 0 2400 0 

Wcm m 
- 1 , , 

Figuree 4.4 Raman spectra of nitrogen in N2-Ar at room temperature, in the 

solid-solidd coexistence region. 
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throughh the microscope. The ratio of the integrated intensities of the 6,*  and 52*  modes is 
aboutt 1/5 compared to 1/3 in pure nitrogen. This ratio does not change when the position of 
thee laser spot is varied. Hence, both modes belong to the same phase. Comparing the two 
modes,, the Sj*  signal is about twice as broad as 82* . At increasing pressure, the P*  peak 
disappearss at 5.4 GPa. Further, the FWHM of the 8,*  peak increases strongly with pressure, 
wheree as the width of the S2*  mode barely broadens as is the case in pure nitrogen. 

Lookingg at the results for the sample with x = 0.50, up to 6 GPa, the behavior of the 
linewidthh is comparable with x = 0.75 but for higher pressures, the incline increases 
strongly.. Further, an additional mode appears at about 7.5 GPa. The main peak position and 
thee FWHM coincide within experimental accuracy with 52*  of the x = 0.75 mixture at 
comparablee pressures. Up to the highest pressures investigated, both modes (P*  and 52*) are 

ArAr.. _ T = 297 K 

10 0 

OJ J 
a . . 
CD D 

a a 

5 5 

0 0 
Arr 0.25 0.50 0.75 N2 

X X 

Figuree 4.5 Proposed p-x diagram at ambient temperature for the N2-Ar 

system.. Solid lines: 2-phase lines, horizontal dotted lines: 3-phase lines. 

p** + F 
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present.. When the position of the laser spot is varied, the intensity ratio of the two peaks 

changes.. In the x = 0.25 case, already up from 3 GPa the widths increase strongly and the 

82**  mode now appears at 8.8 GPa. 

Forr the x = 0.10 and x = 0.04 samples, only a single peak is present up to the highest 

pressuress investigated (15 GPa). The pressure dependence of the frequency above the fluid-

solidd transition is stronger compared to the mixtures with x > 0.10. Furthermore, for both 

samples,, the pressure dependence of the width increases with pressure. In the x = 0.10 case 

upp to about 5 GPa the FWHM is similar with the x = 0.25 sample but above this point, the 

relativee increase is less strong. For x = 0.04, the widths are small compared with all other 

sampless and the increase with pressure is minor up to 5 GPa but similar to x = 0.10 after this 

point. . 

4.44 Constructio n of the phas e diagra m 

Basedd on the experimental results, a cross-section of the proposed phase diagram at ambient 

temperaturee for the N2-Ar system is presented in Figure 4.5. The procedure used in the 

constructionn is explained in the following. 

4.4.11 Transitions to the fee and hep phases 

Forr all compositions investigated, the fluid turns out to be homogeneous. At room 

temperature,, argon solidifies at 1.3 GPa. For nitrogen, this transition occurs at 2.4 GPa. In a 

binaryy mixture, a 2-phase region must exist in which the fluid and the solid coexist. 

Consideringg the lower solidification pressure of argon and the fact that the diameter 

ratioratio a = 0.94 to 0.95, it is expected that the fluid-solid transition pressure is a 

monotonicallyy increasing function of the nitrogen concentration. Indeed, the coexistence 

regionn is entered at 1.7, 2.1 and 2.4 GPa for x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 respectively. Also, 

givenn the fact that a > 0.85, considerable mutual solubility is expected; the argon atoms 

dissolvee substitutional̂ into the hep p lattice and at higher pressures, into the cubic Ö lattice 

off  nitrogen, forming lattices ((3*  and 5*) with a close resemblance to the pure system. 

Conversely,, the nitrogen molecules are expected to dissolve in the argon fee lattice, 

indicatedd as SAr*. 
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Figuree 4.6 Squares: frequency shift (vsoHd - vF) relative to the pure system, in 

thee 2-phase region just above the fluid area (F). Circles: frequency difference 

(vsoiidd - vp) relative to the pure system at 4.8 GPa, lines: guides for the eye. 

Too indicate the location of the fee and the left hep boundary Figure 4.6 is helpful. The 
circless in the figure represent the frequency in the mixed solid relative to the pure system 
(vsoii<rvp)) at 4.8 GPa as a function of the composition. All points have been obtained by 
linearr interpolation and the errors are indicated in the figure. It is clear that for low N2 

concentrations,, the composition dependence is different compared to higher concentrations. 
Thee breakpoint is situated between x = 0.25 and x = 0.50. 

Thee jump in the frequency at the fluid-solid transition of the mixture relative to the 
frequencyy jump in the pure system (vsoHd-vF) is represented by squares. For x = 0.04, x = 

0.100 and x - 1 no spectra of coexisting fluid and solid phases have been recorded. In order 
too calculate the relative shift for these mixtures, a linear extrapolation of the fluid and the 
solidd line has been applied. For all other mixtures, we made use of the spectra of the 
coexistingg phases and here the errors are smaller than the size of the symbols. At the fluid-
solidd transition (squares), a different behavior is seen for x < 0.25. It is assumed that this 
effectt is caused by a difference between the vibrational frequency of the nitrogen molecule 
inn the fee and in the hep lattice. In that case, for x = 0.25, first at 1.7 GPa a transition takes 
placee to the P*  phase while at slightly higher pressures the 2-phase region SAr*+(3*  is 
enteredd and P* transforms to S^». For lower x values we have a transition to the 2-phase 
regionn SAr*+F (no data available for this small region) and, at slightly higher pressures the 
3-phasee line F-P*-SAr*  is crossed. At low pressures, the left P*  boundary must then be 

^ ^ ^ 

oo fluid-solid transition 
 p = 4.8 GPa 
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situatedd between x = 0.10 and x = 0.25 while at 4.8 GPa, it is situated at higher nitrogen 

concentrations. . 

Anotherr indication for the location of the (3*  and also for the SAr*  boundary is given by 

thee behavior of the linewidth in the x = 0.10 and x = 0.25 samples. Figure 4. 2 (a) shows that 

upp to about 7 GPa the widths are similar, while above this point the increase with pressure is 

lesss strong in the x = 0.10 case. This indicates a transition from the 2-phase area SAr*+P* to 

thee S *̂  area. When both boundaries are steep in the 2-phase region the amount of S *̂ 

increasess slowly with pressure. Therefore the widths do not change abrupt at the transition 

andd the assigned location of the boundaries should be considered as an indication. 

4.4.22 Transitions to the delta phase 

Thee location of the upper P*  boundary can be established with more precision since in this 

casee a change from P* to SAr*+8*  is involved and the different modes can be distinguished 

withoutt difficulties. Regarding the 5 phase, the argon atom shows a preference for the a 

sitess and will therefore occupy these sites (almost) completely for argon fractions larger 

thann 0.25. Thus for compositions with x < 0.75 only the 52*  mode is expected to be present. 

Abovee 8.5 GPa, for x = 0.25, the spectrum consists of the combined 82*  and the SAr* 

signal.. This is the highest measured pressure at which p*  exists. Therefore the 3-phase line 

SAr*-p*-5**  must be situated at about this pressure. For x = 0.50 the 2-phase P*+S* region is 

enteredd at about 6.5 GPa since at this point not only the J3*  mode but also the double 8* 

signall  is present. Finally, for x = 0.75 this 2-phase area is reached at 5.4 GPa. At slightly 

higherr pressures, the lower boundary of the 8*  region is crossed, since up from 5.5 GPa the 

P**  signal is no longer present and only both delta modes are seen. 

Inn the experiments with x = 0.50, the highest pressure at which the spectra were 

recordedd was just below the upper 3-phase line (SAr*-P*-S*). However, we are able to 

concludee that the left border of the 8*  region must be steep, since Westerhoff and Feile5 

foundd coexisting p*  and 8*  phases for x = 0.59 up to the highest pressures investigated (13 

GPa). . 
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4.55 Discussio n and conclusion s 

Iff  we define the molecular diameter as the distance at which the exponential-6 potential 

equalss 300 K, using the data of Ref. 19, a = 0.94 for nitrogen-argon, argon being the 

smallerr component. For a > 0.94, calculations78 for hard sphere systems predict a 

monotoniee incline of the fluid-solid phase lines towards the component with the highest 

solidificationn pressure, a small coexistence region and mutual solubility in the solid phase 

forr all concentrations. Consistent with the aforementioned, and in agreement with other 

work133 on the nitrogen rich side of the phase diagram, we have found an incline up to high 

nitrogenn concentrations. The fact that for x = 0.75 the measured pressure at which the 

solidificationn starts is a littl e higher than the solidification pressure of nitrogen, is likely an 

indicationn of metastability as is the case in the pure systems. Based on the size of the 

molecules,, the melting pressure of nitrogen would be similar to that of argon. Due to the 

orientationall  possibilities, it is much higher (almost twice as high) and the structure of solid 

N22 is different from that of solid argon. In the case of hard spheres, this difference in 

meltingg pressure would result in a eutectic point. Thus, it seems that the orientational 

degreess of freedom do not have much influence on the fluid-solid transition. In the case of 

nitrogen-xenonn and nitrogen-neon3 the fluid region is considerably extended to higher 

pressuress and the mutual solubility in both solid phases is small. In these cases, the fluid 

phasee is favored by both the larger orientational and configurational entropy. In (3-nitrogen, 

thee molecules rotate freely and since argon dissolves easily in (3-nitrogen, the fluid phase is 

noo longer favored. For high argon concentrations, the nitrogen lattice is too much distorted 

too allow free rotation of the molecules. In addition, no fluid-fluid demixing has been 

observed,, in contrast to N2-CH4 (Ref. 20) which has about the same diameter ratio. 

Consideringg the fact that the molecular diameter of argon is only slightly smaller than 

thatt of nitrogen, one would expect the solubility of N2 in Ar to be almost equal to the 

solubilityy of Ar in N2. However, the experiments show that the amount of argon atoms 

dissolvingg in P- and also in 8-N2 is significantly larger than the amount of nitrogen 

dissolvingg in the argon fee lattice. The lattice parameter of argon is smaller thus hindering 

thee rotation of the nitrogen molecules and apparently the hep structure is more suitable for 

rotatingg molecules, considering the fact that nitrogen crystallizes in this structure. The 

higherr compression of the nitrogen molecule in the argon lattice is also reflected in the 

higherr frequency compared to (3-nitrogen (Figure 4.6). Hence, not only the diameter ratio, 

thee Van der Waals interactions and the Coulomb forces, but also the orientational degrees 

off  freedom play an important role in the solubility in solids at high pressure. 

Thee (3*-8*  transition in N2-Ar is shifted to higher pressures, in agreement with the 

workk in Refs. 5 and 13. Previous studies revealed similar results for the N2-Ne system 
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whereass for N2-Xe the p*-8*  transition is shifted to slightly lower pressures. It should be 

mentionedd that both the molecular diameters of Ne and Ar are smaller than that of nitrogen 

whilee Xe is larger. The solubility in the 8 phase increases rapidly as a function of pressure 

fromm 4.7 to 6 GPa but is probably more or less constant at still higher pressures. As a result, 

theree is a large solubility gap in the system at high pressures. The amount of argon is then 

aboutt 35%. The solubility limitation is probably related to the fact that the sphere sites are 

occupiedd preferentially6 due to a decrease in volume and energy of the system. It is less 

advantageouss to occupy the disk sites. That still some disks are occupied is probably an 

entropyy effect. Stoichiometric compounds have been reported for the N2-Ne as well as the 

N2-Xee system3. In this work, as expected, since nitrogen and argon have about the same 

size,, no indication for a compound was found. 

Regardingg the widths of the spectra, in the fluid phase these are somewhat higher 

comparedd with the pure system, especially for x = 0.25 and x = 0.50. This effect is probably 

causedd by composition broadening21. In all solid phases, the slope in the FWHM versus 

pressuree plot increases for all compositions. The origin of this phenomenon is not known 

butt it is suggested that the broadening is associated with more variation in the local 

compositionn around the molecules leading to more variation in vibrational frequencies, i.e. 

linee broadening and possibly also to an increase of the correlation time22. For x = 0.10 and 

xx - 0.25 the increase is the largest. It is assumed that this additional effect is due to the fact 

thatt the frequencies in the fee and the hep lattice lie close together and hence, result in a line 

broadeningg rather than in two discrete peaks. 

Alsoo in the 5*  phase, we find an increase in the width (82*) as a function of the 

pressure.. Here the effect is less obvious, since the highest pressure obtained with the 0.50 

andd 0.75 mole fraction mixtures is about 8 GPa, resulting in only a few data points in the 5* 

phase.. However, when the results for the various mixtures are compared, the broadening 

withh pressure becomes clear. The same effect has been mentioned in Ref. 5 for the mixture 

withh x = 0.79. These authors also claim an asymmetry - a shoulder at the high frequency 

sidee of 82*  - which was not found in our work. 

Forr the 0.75 mole fraction sample, the ratio of the integrated intensities of the 5i*  and 

52**  modes is about 1/5. Hence, about 50% of the spheres is occupied by argon atoms, 

whereass in the case of an equal (random) distribution these values would be 1/3 and 25%. 

Thus,, as already stated by the authors of Refs. 5 and 12, the argon atoms show a strong 

preferencee for the a sites. The S|*  signal is about twice as broad as that of 52* , whereas in 

puree nitrogen the widths are comparable. The origin of this feature is not yet fully 

understoodd but the altered environment in the mixed system obviously plays an important 

role. . 
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4.66 Summar y 

Itt was found that the orientational degrees of freedom of N2 play an essential role in the 

shapee of the phase diagram. The melting pressure is almost linearly dependent on the 

composition,, although the melting pressures of the pure components are quite different. The 

amountt of nitrogen dissolved in the argon lattice is significantly smaller than the amount of 

argonn in p- and also in 8-N2. The higher compression of the nitrogen molecule in the argon 

latticee is reflected in a higher frequency compared to (3-nitrogen. The (3*-5*  transition in N2-

Arr is shifted to higher pressures. The solubility in the 8 phase increases rapidly from 4.7 to 

66 GPa, but is restricted to about 35%, as it is difficult for the argon atoms to occupy the c 

sites.. As a result, there is a large solubility gap compared to hard sphere systems with the 

samee diameter ratio (a is nearly 1). No indication for compound formation was found. In 

contrastt to the pure component, the linewidth in the solid phases strongly increases as a 

functionn of pressure. 
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Vibrationa ll  line broadenin g in the mixed 
soli dd N2-Kr; a high pressur e Raman stud y 
off  the phase diagra m 

5.11 Introductio n 

Inn the past decade nitrogen has been the subject of an extensive program, both 

experimentallyy and theoretically, concerning the spectral behavior of nitrogen molecules 

andd the phase behavior of various binary nitrogen mixtures. The second component, always 

aa noble gas, is chosen in such a way that the effect of the diameter ratio (a) of the 

componentss on the phase behavior and in particular on the crystal structure, can be studied. 

Itt is obvious that insertion of a (spherical) molecule, with a smaller or larger diameter will 

influencee the rotational behavior of the nitrogen molecules. This is reflected in the spectra. 

Itt is generally believed that geometrical aspects play an important role in the formation 

off  compounds and mixed solids1"8. Theoretical calculations9'10 on binary hard sphere 

systemss predict a monotonie incline of the fluid-solid phase line, towards the component 

withh the highest solidification pressure, if a > 0.94. The well known Hume-Rothary rule11 

forr binary mixtures dictates mutual solubility if a > 0.85 i.e. the molecules/atoms of the first 

componentt dissolve in the lattice(s) of the second component and vice versa. On the other 

hand,, in case the diameters differ substantially, the formation of stoichiometric compounds 

iss expected. For spherical molecules, this empirical rule is in good agreement with 

experimentss and computer simulations. 

Experimentall  studies on the binary systems nitrogen-neon12 (a = 0.73 with Ne the 

smallerr component) and nitrogen-xenon12 (a = 0.88, but now N2 the smaller component) 

revealedd that the homogeneous mixed fluid extends to high pressures compared to the pure 

systems,, whereas in the nitrogen-argon13 system (a = 0.94, Ar the smaller component) the 
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meltingg pressure is almost linear with the composition. Further, in the systems N2-Xe and 

N2-Nee the region of the low-pressure (3 phase is very small, in contrast with N2-Ar. In fact, 

inn the latter case, the p phase is stable up to pressures almost twice as high as the (i-8 

transitionn pressure in the neat system and the maximum solubility of argon in P-nitrogen is 

aboutt 75%. Probably related to this high solubility is the fact that, in the case of N2-Ar, the 

vibrationall  linewidth is composition dependent in the (3 phase and higher than in pure solid 

nitrogen.. In fluid mixtures, such a broadening is due to concentration fluctuations. These 

fluctuationss do not result in a larger amplitude of modulation, as might be expected, but 

givee rise to a longer vibrational relaxation time14. Thus, the origin is the local fluctuation in 

time,, not in space. The question than is, what is the reason for line broadening in a solid? 

Inn order to obtain more information about this phenomenon, we studied the system 

nitrogen-krypton.. Krypton fits better in the nitrogen lattice than argon, since it has an atomic 

diameterr nearly equal to that of the nitrogen molecule (a « 1). Therefore, the solubility in 

thee orientationally disordered |3 phase is expected to be even higher than for N2-Ar. The 

mixturess formed are not ideal, as the nitrogen molecule is not perfectly spherical. In this 

way,, it is possible to study the effect of the non-spherical shape of the molecule on the 

solubility.. Since the attractive well depth of the krypton potential is larger than that of 

argon,, we expect broader vibrational linewidths in N2-Kr than in N2-Ar mixtures. 

Thee results on the Raman experiments as a function of pressure at ambient temperature 

wil ll  be presented. Special attention has been paid to the linewidths and frequencies in the 

variouss high-pressure phases. Together with the information obtained from visual 

inspection,, the spectra have been used to construct the phase diagram of the system. 

5.22 Experimenta l method s 

Inn order to study the phase behavior of the nitrogen-krypton system, mixtures with nitrogen 

molee fractions x of 0.06, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 0.93 have been investigated by Raman 

spectroscopy,, at elevated pressures and ambient temperature. The mixtures (research grade 

nitrogenn and krypton with a purity of 99.999 %) have been prepared in a gas compressor. 

Thee gasket was filled at 0.3 GPa, using a high-pressure gas-loading technique15. To provide 

forr proper mixing, we waited at least 60 hours before loading the sample cell. The pressure 

wass generated in a diamond anvil cell (DAC). The experimental setup has been described 

elsewhere1".. We used the 488 nm line of an argon-ion laser at beam intensities of 400 mW 

forr the Raman measurements. The pressure in the DAC was determined using the ruby 
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fluorescencee technique with the scale of Mao et a/.16 The absolute uncertainty in the 

pressuree is estimated to be 0.03 GPa in the low pressure range. At high pressures (above 10 

GPa)) this value could possibly be slightly higher (up to 0.1 GPa). In order to prevent 

heatingg of the ruby chip, we used minimum laser intensity during the pressure 

measurements.. All spectra have been recorded using forward scattering with an entrance slit 

widthh of 20 |im, resulting in an instrumental width (Lorentzian) of 0.15 cm"1 and an absolute 

accuracyy of 0.1 cm"1. The spectra have been recorded along an isotherm at room 

temperaturee in the pressure range from 0.3 to 15 GPa. We used 0.1-2 GPa pressure steps 

andd time intervals of 1-3 hours, depending on the size of the step. 

Too determine the peak positions and the full width at half maximum (FWHM), all 

Ramann spectra in the fluid phase (Lorentzian line shape) have been fitted by a single 

Lorentziann curve. The FWHM was calculated by subtracting the instrumental width from 

thatt of the measured spectra. The spectra in the solid phases (Gaussian) have been fitted by 

onee or two (x = 0.75, up from 6 GPa, and x = 0.93, up from 13 GPa, 8*  phase) Gaussian 

curves. . 

5.33 Result s 

Thee vibrational frequencies of the nitrogen molecule in the mixed systems (symbols) are 

presentedd in Figure 5.1. The corresponding widths are shown in Figure 5.2. For comparison, 

thee data of neat nitrogen (Refs. 17-19) are also given (solid lines). For pure nitrogen in the 

fluidd phase up from 0.3 GPa, the frequencies increase almost linearly with pressure. The 

pressuree dependence of the FWHM is also linear up from about 0.6 GPa. The solidification 

takess place at 2.4 GPa and can be observed both visually, through the microscope, and via a 

jumpp in the frequency of about 0.95 cm"1. At the transition the linewidth decreases 

considerablyy and in the P phase the pressure dependence is minor. At 4.7 GPa the solid-

solidd (3-5 transition takes place. This transition is easily detectable, since the unit cell of the 

55 phase consists of two distinct sites. Hence, we find two vibrational modes, 5i and 52. The 

correspondingg widths for both modes are about 0.4 to 0.5 cm" . As in the P phase, the 

linewidthss of both modes barely increase with pressure. 
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5.3.11 The mixed systems 

5.3.1.15.3.1.1 The mixed fluid region 

Forr all mixed systems in the fluid phase, only a single mode was found. The frequencies are 

shiftedd to lower values compared with the pure system and the shift is dependent on the 

composition;; smaller N2 fractions resulting in a stronger red shift. For x = 0.93 the 

frequenciess coincide within experimental accuracy with those of pure nitrogen. Also the 

widthss are dependent on the composition. While for x = 0.93 the values coincide within 

experimentall  accuracy with those of pure nitrogen, for all other mixtures these are higher, 

withh a maximum deviation for the mixture with.v = 0.50. 

5.3.1.25.3.1.2 Transitions to the solid phases 

Too avoid misinterpretations, all solid phases in the mixed system are indicated with an 

asteriskk (e.g. (3*, 5i*  etc). 

Thee fluid-solid coexistence region is small for all compositions and is entered for 

increasingg nitrogen mole fractions at 0.9, 0.9, 1.4, 1.8 and 2.2 GPa respectively. The 

transitionn could clearly be detected by visual inspection. The frequency jump at the 

transition,, which is characteristic for the fluid-solid transition in pure nitrogen, is reduced in 

thee mixed systems and is only detectable for x = 0.93 and x = 0.75. For all other 

compositions,, no discontinuity in the frequency was found, however, the transition is 

demonstratedd visually and by a change in behavior of the FWHM. As in the fluid phase, the 

frequenciess are shifted to lower values compared with the pure system and the shift is 

dependentt on the amount of nitrogen. 

Forr x = 0.93 the frequencies coincide within experimental accuracy with those of pure 

(3-N2,, as in the fluid phase. In the pressure region where for the pure system the P phase is 

thee stable structure, for all mixtures the dependence is linear with pressure. The behavior of 

thee width however is quite remarkable. Firstly, there is a very strong composition 

dependence.. For example, in the sample with equal mole fractions nitrogen and krypton, at 

4.55 GPa, the width is Five times larger than in pure nitrogen. Moreover, the pressure 

dependencee is much stronger in the mixed system. Finally, the discontinuity in the width at 

thee transition deviates considerably from that in pure N2. Only for x = 0.93 there is a 

relativelyy small discontinuity in the width. For all other mixtures, only a discontinuity in the 

slopee of the width against pressure is observed at the transition. 
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5.3.1.35.3.1.3 Solid-solid transitions 

Att still higher pressures, the most striking difference in the measured frequencies is the fact 
thatt for x = 0.75 and x = 0.93, we find additional modes (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4), while for 
thee samples with lower x values no additional modes have been found up to the highest 
pressuress investigated (15 GPa). In the case of low nitrogen concentrations, no discontinuity 
inn the frequency was found. In all cases, the slope in the frequency against pressure shows a 
tendencyy to decrease with increasing pressure. 

Forr x = 0.93, the low-pressure solid mode is no longer present at pressures slightly 
higherr (5.5 GPa) than the P-5 transition pressure in pure N2, but instead we find two new 
modess 8j*  and 82* . Both modes consist of double peaks, as can be seen in Figure 5.3 
(lowerr two spectra). At increasing pressure (upper two spectra), both modes broaden 
stronglyy and the double nature is less pronounced, but still present. Fitting both modes with 
justt one curve, the main peak positions coincide within experimental accuracy with those of 
puree 8-nitrogen. The widths however are much higher than in the pure system and increase 
stronglyy with pressure. 

Lookingg at the results of the x = 0.75 mixture, at about 12 GPa a new mode appears at 
lowerr frequencies, while the low-pressure solid mode ((3*) continues to be present (see 
Figuree 5.4). When the laser is focussed on a different spot in the sample space, the intensity 

11. 11 GP a 

8* * 

9. 33 GP a 

6. 77 GP a 

5. 55 GP a 

23400 235 0 236 0 237 0 

v(cm"' ) ) 

2380 0 

Figuree 5.3 Raman spectra of nitrogen in N2-Kr at ambient temperature in the 

8**  phase, x = 0.93. 
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ratioo of the two signals changes. This shows that two different phases are present in the 
DAC.. With increasing pressure, the intensity of the new mode slowly becomes stronger, 
althoughh the signal broadens extremely with pressure. Due to the overlap with the (3* signal, 
itt is not possible to ascertain whether the new mode consists of a double peak. Both signals 
stayy present up to the highest pressures investigated. The frequencies of the new mode are 
aboutt 2 cm"1 lower compared with the extrapolation of the 82*  mode (x = 0.93) but the 
widthss are comparable. 

Finally,, for x < 0.75, the frequencies increase monotonically with pressure, without 
anyy discontinuity up to the highest pressures investigated. Hence, from Figure 5.1 (b), no 
informationn can be obtained concerning the location of possible phase transitions. Looking 
att the FWHM, for x = 0.50 and x = 0.25, we find a sudden increase in the width above 12 
andd 10 GPa respectively, while for x = 0.06 a discontinuity occurs at about 8 GPa. 

5.3.1.45.3.1.4 Spectral line shape 

Itt is interesting to note that, while in pure nitrogen the line shapes are Lorentzian in all 
phases,, in the mixed systems with x values in the intermediate range (x = 0.25 to 0.75) the 
linee shape changes at the fluid-solid transition from Lorentzian to almost Gaussian and 
remainss almost Gaussian at higher pressures. Even for the sample with x - 0.93, although 

15. 44 GP a 

13. 55 GP a 

12. 33 GP a 

235 00 236 0 237 0 238 0 

v(cm" 1) ) 

2390 0 

Figuree 5.4 Raman spectra of nitrogen in N2-Kr at ambient temperature, in the 
P*-5**  coexistence region, x = 0.75. 
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thee line shape is not completely Gaussian in the solid phases, we find a large Gaussian 
componentt up from the fluid-solid transition pressure. 

Inn Figure 5.5 (a), the spectral linewidth is plotted against the mole fraction. The 
squaress represent the FWHM in the fluid phase at 0.7 GPa. The figure displays clearly that 
thee linewidth is strongly dependent on the concentration. The FWHM shows a maximum 
aroundd x = 0.50. The width at this maximum is about twice that for pure N2. When 
comparingg these results with those in the solid phase at 5.0 GPa (circles), it is clear that the 
maximumm in the width occurs at the same nitrogen mole fraction but the concentration 
dependencee of the width in the solid is even stronger, with a maximum value about 5 times 
thatt in the pure system. 

2.0 0 

1.5 5 

|| 1.0 
u. . 

0.5 5 

0.0 0 

(a) ) 

N2-Kr,, T = 297 K 

0.255 0.50 0.75 

xx (mole fraction) 

NN -Ar, T = 297 K 
2.0 0 

1.55 -

II  1.0 

0.5 5 

0.0 0 

(b) ) 

Arr 0.25 0.50 0.75 

xx (mole fraction) 

Figuree 5.5 FWHM against the nitrogen mole fraction for (a) nitrogen diluted 

inn Kr and (b) nitrogen diluted in Ar in the low-pressure solid phase at 0.7 GPa 

(squares)) and 5.0 GPa (circles). All points except those for pure N2 have been 

obtainedd by linear interpolation. Note that the experimental value of the 

frequencyy of pure P~N2 (5.0 GPa) has been obtained by linear extrapolation, 

sincee pure nitrogen is in the 8 phase at this pressure. 
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5.44 Suggeste d phase diagra m 

Fromm the experimental results, the p-x cross-section of the phase diagram for the N2-Kr 

systemm at ambient temperature is constructed and presented in Figure 5.6. The following 

wil ll  also demonstrate the problems occurring in constructing the phase diagram. 

N2-Krr T = 297 K 

(3** + F 

0.255 0.50 0.75 
xx (mole fraction) 

Figuree 5.6 Suggested p-x diagram at ambient temperature for the N2-Kr 

system.. Solid lines: 2-phase lines, horizontal dashed line: 3-phase line. 
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5.4.11 Fluid-solid transitions 

Fromm visual inspections, it is clear that for all mixtures, the fluid is homogeneous. The 

meltingg pressures for krypton and nitrogen at ambient temperature are 0.83 and 2.47 GPa 

respectively.. In the mixture, the 2-phase area solid+fluid (P*+F) is entered at respectively 

0.9,, 0.9, 1.4, 1.8, and 2.1 GPa at increasing mole fractions, hence we find a monotonie 

inclinee of the 2-phase line which is in accordance with theoretical calculations mentioned 

earlier.. From visual observations it is clear that, for all mixtures, the fluid-solid region is 

small,, but smallest for x = 0.93. 

5.4.22 Solid-solid transitions 

Forr x = 0.93 at 5.4 GPa a second 2-phase area ((3*+8*) is entered and the spectrum consists 

off  three modes; one of which belongs to the |3*  phase and the other two, 5i*  and 82* , 

correspondd to the a and the c sites of the 8*  phase, respectively. At 5.5 GPa, the lower 

boundaryy of the 5*  region is crossed, since up from 5.5 GPa the (3*  signal is no longer 

presentt and the spectrum consists of both delta modes only. 

Inn the mixture with x = 0.75, the transition to the (3*-8*  region is more difficult to 

indicate.. First of all, at the transition the intensity ratio slowly changes with pressure and 

secondly,, the signals overlap due to the increasing broadness at high pressures. At 12 GPa 

however,, evidently the spectrum consists of 2 modes. Since a is nearly one, the formation 

off  a van der Waals compound is very unlikely. Therefore, the most obvious possibility 

involvess a transition to 8*. The fact that the peak position of the new mode is shifted to 

lowerr values compared with S2*  in the 0.93 mole fraction sample is consistent with the fact 

thatt in the mixtures, at decreasing nitrogen fractions, all frequencies show an increasing red 

shift.. Further, the absence of 8,*  could be explained by realizing that, in the pure system, 

thee integrated intensity of this mode is three times as small as that of S2*, since the unit cell 

consistss of 6 c sites and 2 a sites. In the mixture, this ratio could be different if, for example, 

thee krypton atoms exhibit a preference for one of the two sites, as is the case in the nitrogen-

argonn system20. However, in this system the intensity ratio is comparable with the pure 

systemm (as shown for x = 0.93), hence there is no evidence for any preference. 

Inn conformity with experimental findings, Monte Carlo simulations on various binary 

mixturess with noble-gas atoms in solid nitrogen21 show that the position of the atoms 

dependss on the diameter ratio a. Smaller atoms (a < 1) show a preference for the a sites, 

whilee larger atoms (a > 1) prefer the c sites. For a = 1 no preference was found. In 
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conclusion,, although only one new mode appears at pressures up from 12 GPa, it is very 

likelyy that this signal marks the transition from [3*  to 5*. Considering the slow change in the 

intensityy ratio both boundaries of the 2-phase region must run quite steeply towards one 

another.. For the mixtures with x < 0.75 the spectra contained no 8*  modes, up to the highest 

pressuress investigated (15 GPa). Therefore the right (3*  boundary must be situated between 

xx = 0.50 and JC = 0.75 at 15 GPa. 

Concerningg the boundary of the region where the krypton fee structure, indicated as 

SKr*,, is stable, several difficulties arise. First of all, no discontinuity in the frequency was 

foundd in the entire pressure range for all samples with x < 0.75. In addition, in contrast to 

fluid-solidd transitions in this system, solid-solid transitions are not shown visually. 

However,, based on the difference in behavior of the FWHM for the various mixtures, some 

suggestionss can be made. Looking at the spectral line width in Figure 5.2 (b), for JC = 0.50 

andd x = 0.25, a change in the slope can be observed above 12 GPa and 10 GPa respectively. 

Thiss change in the slope is likely to be associated with a phase separation. 

Forr x = 0.06, the evolution of the FWHM with pressure looks different; the change in 

thee slope of the linewidth which occurs at 8 GPa, is more abrupt. It is reasonable to assume 

thatt for the first two mixtures the change in the slope marks the boundary of the (3*  phase. 

Thiss means that there must be a rather sharp change in the phase boundary; within a 

pressuree interval of about 2 GPa the maximum solubility of krypton in (3-nitrogen decreases 

fromm 50 to 25%. On the other hand, there is no sign of the existence of a stoichiometric 

compoundd for high krypton concentration. Since there is also no known phase transition in 

solidd krypton, the coexisting phase is probably the Kr-N2 mixed solid (fee), indicated as SKr* 

inn Figure 5.6. The behavior of the linewidth for JC = 0.06 can be explained as follows. The 

increasee in linewidth is due both to the appearance of the fee solid and to the rapid change 

inn the composition of the (3*  phase, which has a much broader Raman line (Figure5.5 (a)). 

Att higher pressures the relative amount of (3*  in the sample decreases and therefore, the 

linewidthh does not show a second change (increase) in the slope. 

5.55 Discussio n and conclusion s 

AA remarkable phenomenon is the fact that, in the solid phases, the mixed N2-KJ system 

showss very broad vibrational lines. While in the pure system the FWHM reduces 

considerablyy at the fluid-solid transition pressure and remains well below 0.5 cm'1 in the P 

phase,, as can be seen in Figure 5.2, in the 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 mole fraction mixtures, the 
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widthss are barely or not at all reduced at the transition. As a result, in the mixed solid the 

linee is much broader than in pure nitrogen. Even in the diluted solution with x = 0.93, the 

widthss are more than twice those in the pure component. Moreover, the FWHM in the 

homogeneouss mixed {3*  phase increases strongly with pressure, from about 1 up to 2, 2.5 

andd even 3 cm"1 for x - 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 respectively, while there is only a weak pressure 

dependencee in neat 3-nitrogen. Also the 8*  modes in the homogeneous phase (x = 0.93, 

Figuree 5.2 (a), solid triangles) are much broader compared to the pure system. Note that for 

puree nitrogen no data on the linewidth is available for pressures above 8 GPa. To our 

knowledge,, such an extreme broadening in a crystalline solid has not yet been reported. 

Thee phenomenon of the occurrence of a maximum in the FWHM at equal volume 

fractionss for non-critical concentration fluctuations in binary fluids has been predicted22. 

Previouss experimental results on the systems CH3I-CDC13 (Refs. 23, 24), N2-He (Ref. 25), 

N2-Nee and N2-Ar confirm this hypothesis. The solid phase regions in the systems N2-Ne and 

N2-Xee (SNe*, Sxe*  and p*) are too small to make an appropriate comparison, due to very low 

solubility.. Since the solubility of Ar in 3-nitrogen is large, the results on the linewidth can 

bestt be compared to those of the N2-Ar system. In this system all values remain well below 

11 cm"1 in the homogeneous 3*  phase. 

Forr convenience, the FWHM-x data of N2-Ar are pictured in Figure 5.5 (b). For both 

systems,, the squares represent the widths in the homogeneous fluid at 0.7 GPa and the 

circless those in the homogeneous low pressure solid phase at 5.0 GPa. It must be noticed 

thatt in the given pressure and temperature interval, both systems are far from critical 

conditions.. It is clear that the effect of the concentration on the linewidth is considerably 

enhancedd in the fluid krypton mixture compared to the fluid argon mixture. In the solid 

phase,, the differences are even larger. 

Inn the following, we will try to explain this behavior for the N2-Kr system. It has been 

shownn previously that differences in intermolecular forces of the components of a mixture 

leadd to a variation of both the frequency and the linewidth with composition. The effect on 

thee linewidth is mainly due to the long-range forces. Since the attractive well depth of the 

kryptonn potential is larger than that of nitrogen, we expect lower frequencies for N2 in N2-

Krr compared to the pure system. The difference in the well depth between argon and 

nitrogenn is much smaller. 

Theree seems to be a contradiction for the solid phase; in order to obtain a good mutual 

solubilityy in the solid, the intermolecular interaction should be more or less the same for 

bothh components. On the other hand, for a substantial effect of the composition on the 

linewidth,, the interactions should be different. One should realize however, that the 

repulsivee forces play a major role in the solubility, and the long-range forces in the 

linewidth.. The size of the krypton atoms is nearly that of the nitrogen molecules but the 
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attractivee forces are much larger for Kr. The contribution of concentration variations to the 

linewidthh will be small for krypton-rich and nitrogen-rich mixtures, since the environment 

off  the nitrogen molecules will mainly consist of Kr, respectively N2 and will not change 

muchh in time and space. On the other hand, for equal mole fractions, the variation in the 

environmentt is maximum. For that reason, in the solid phase, the widths will show a 

maximumm at equal mole fractions. Note that, in the fluid, it will be at equal volume fractions 

butt this is nearly the same, since a ~ 1. 

Whyy is the concentration effect on the linewidth so much higher in the solid than in the 

fluidd phase? To answer this question, a few important parameters are defined first. The 

vibrationall  linewidth is determined by the standard deviation of the distribution of the 

momentaryy vibrational frequency (the amplitude of modulation A), 

andd by the correlation time TC, 

xxrr = Urn \ Q( s )ds 
cc « Jb ' / (5.2) 

withh the autocorrelation function of the frequency 

o(t)o(t)_(«J0)^JO)~(^J0)f_(«J0)^JO)~(^J0)f (52) 
AA2 2 

Thee total change in the vibrational frequency &vib, due to surrounding molecules, consists of 

severall  contributions: the first- and second-order effect of the external forces, the vibration-

rotationn coupling and the dispersion correction. Therefore, the total correlation function 

containss self-correlations and cross terms. Hence, the correlation time consists of a sum of 

termss for each of the effects26. 

Accordingg to the Kubo theory27, for two limiting situations the line shape and the 

widthh are given by simple expressions. In the fast modulation regime {Axc « 1) the line 

shapeshape is Lorentzian and the linewidth can be calculated with FWHM = 2A2xc. In the slow 

modulationn regime (Azc » 1) the line shape reflects the momentary frequency distribution 

andd the width is given by FWHM = 2A. 
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Molecularr dynamics (MD) simulations on N2 in N2-Ne in the homogeneous fluid phase 

showedd that A merely decreases as function of the nitrogen volume fraction. In addition, a 

strongg maximum in rc at equal volume fractions was found. Therefore, it was concluded that 

thee increase in the linewidth for the intermediate compositions is caused by the increase of 

thee correlation time rather than an increase of the amplitude of modulation. Moreover, this 

increasee was mainly due to the dispersion correction. It is not to be expected that, in the 

solid,, the change in A, due to concentration variations, is much different from that in the 

fluid.. Since the diffusion is slower in a solid, a change in the local composition will most 

probablyy take more time in the solid than in the fluid phase. Therefore, the correlation time 

off  the dispersion correction, and thus the linewidth, will also be larger. Moreover, the 

largelyy Gaussian line shapes also point in the direction of a large correlation time24. 

Althoughh MD calculations on the system N2-Kr in the solid region are necessary to answer 

thee question, it seems more obvious to assume that, in this system, not only in the fluid but 

alsoo in the solid phase the line broadening for the intermediate compositions is caused by an 

increasee of the correlation time rather than an increase of the amplitude of modulation. 

Thee fact that the frequencies in the fee Kr lattice coincide within experimental 

accuracyy with those in the hep P*  lattice, is consistent with results on the N2-Ar system. MD 

simulationss on pure nitrogen28 in the orientationally disordered hep and the orientationally 

disorderedd fee lattice, at 3.3 GPa and ambient temperature, showed that the difference in 

frequencyy for both structures is less than 0.1 cm"1. Finally, a few remarks concerning the 

phasee diagram will be made. To calculate values for a we used the data of Ref. 29 for all 

systemss discussed. In conformity with calculations mentioned earlier on hard sphere 

systemss with nearly equal diameter, the experimental findings show a monotonie increase of 

thee fluid-solid transition line as a function of the nitrogen concentration and the fluid-solid 

regionn is small. The maximum amount of krypton dissolving in (3-nitrogen is about 85%, 

whichh is a littl e more than the maximum solubility of argon in p-N2. The maximum 

solubilityy of nitrogen in krypton however is probably no more than 10%. 

Inn the low-pressure region, the system deviates only slightly from that of N2-Ar, in the 

sensee that the 2-phase region where the fee and hep structure coexist, is narrower. Evidently, 

thiss is due to a value of a that is closer to 1 in the case of krypton. Hence, the mutual 

solubilityy is higher. Since the results are analogous to those for N2-Ar up to about 5 GPa, 

thee reader is referred to Ref. 13 for discussion of this part of the phase diagram. 

AA remarkable difference with N2-Ar is the fact that the p*-structure is stable up to very high 

pressures.. Apparently, this structure is more suitable for rotating molecules i.e. the 

rotationall  entropy is higher compared to that in the fee or 8*  structure. Further, the 

communall  entropy in the homogeneous phase is higher than in coexisting phases with low 

mutuall  solubility. Evidently, these arguments are also true for N2-Ar but, since krypton is 
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slightlyy larger than argon, krypton fits better in the (3 structure. Especially at high pressures 

whenn the structure is more compressed, this detail plays a more important role. Finally, as a 

consequencee of the large p*  region up to very high pressures, the 5*  region is small 

comparedd to that of N2-Ar. The splitting of both 5*  modes into peaks with equal intensity, in 

thee mixture with x = 0.93 is not understood and has never been reported before, to the best 

off  our knowledge, for binary systems with nitrogen. 

5.66 Summar y 

Itt was found that, in the mixture, the p*  region extends to very high pressures. The 

maximumm amount of krypton dissolving in P-nitrogen is about 85%. Consequently, the 

regionss where the fee Kr lattice and the 8 lattice of nitrogen are stable, are relatively small. 

Inn all phases, the vibrational frequencies of the nitrogen molecule are shifted to lower values 

comparedd with neat nitrogen. The most interesting aspect is that in the P solid the linewidth 

iss extremely composition dependent, with maximum values for the mixture with equal mole 

fractions.. It is suggested that the increase in the linewidth is mainly due to an increase of the 

correlationn time rather than an increase in the amplitude of modulation. 
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Molecula rr  dynamic s simulation s of the 
vibrationa ll  linewidt h and line shape of the 
Ramann spectr a of N2 in N2-Kr in the soli d 
phase e 

6.11 Introductio n 

Inn the past decade many attempts, either analytical1"13 or by computer simulations "" have 

beenn made to calculate the line shift and linewidth of the Raman spectra in simple binary 

fluidss at ambient and elevated pressures. In particular the Raman Q-branch of nitrogen has 

beenn the subject of extensive studies. In earlier papers it was found that the linewidth in the 

fastt and slow modulation regime can be calculated from molecular dynamics simulations, 

usingg the Kubo theory23. Depending on the type of modulation, the width of the modulated 

signall  I(co) is more or less reduced compared to the momentary frequency distribution, due 

too motional narrowing. The theoretical model of Knapp and Fischer'5 describes the change 

off  the shape of the spectrum I(co) as a function of the mole fraction x for binary liquids. 

Withinn this model, the linewidth can be calculated from the total line shift between the neat 

liquidd and the infinite dilution. 

Bondarevv and Mardaeva24 were the first to show experimentally that in liquid binary 

mixturess the composition dependence of the linewidth shows a maximum at about equal 

molee fractions while the line center is linearly shifted upon dilution. In the previous chapter, 

itt is shown that the experimental linewidth of N2 in the system N2-Kr strongly depends on 

thee pressure in the solid phases as well as in the fluid phase, with maximum values five 

timess as high as in the neat system. It is suggested, that the broadening is due to an increase 

inn the correlation time rather than an increase in the amplitude of modulation. In this 

chapter,, in order to verify this assumption and to obtain more information about the 
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underlyingg mechanisms, we report molecular dynamics simulations of nitrogen in N2-Kr for 

severall  concentrations at 296 K in the pressure range 0.7*9.75 GPa. 

6.22 Method s 

AA full description of the procedure applied for calculation of the vibrational frequency from 

molecularr dynamical calculations can be found in previous papers2528. For the convenience 

off  the reader, the method is given briefly below. 

Thee nitrogen molecule has been modeled by a site-site potential with a fixed 

interatomicc distance of 1.094 A. For the interactions between the sites of distinct nitrogen 

molecules,, the Van der Waals profile of the Etters29 potential was used. By omitting the 

quadrupolarr term, the model was reduced to a site-site potential: 

0(r)0(r) = Ale~a2r-B]r-
6, r < R0 

0(r)0(r) = j^C i{r-Ro)
n-Blr-\ R0<r<R, 

(6.1) ) 

i = 0 0 

&(r)&(r)  = A2e^r-B. , r > R, 

with h 

A,= A,= 

AA22 = 

B,= B,= 

CC00 = 

c,= c,= 
cc22 = 

9.2612055 107 

1.47248-107 7 

1.79-105 5 

415.73107 7 

.1446.74414 4 

2480.73711 1 

K, , 

K, , 

KA 6, , 

K, , 

KA' , , 
K A 2 , , 

c,= = 
cc44 = 
RoRo = 

RiRi = 

CCiCCi = 

aa22 = 

-2766.5419 9 

1574.2809 9 
3.01006875 5 

3.4494569 9 

4.037 7 

3.48 8 

KA- 3 3 

KA- 4 4 

A, , 
A, , 
A" 1, , 
A" 1. . 

Forr the krypton-krypton and the nitrogen-krypton interactions exponential-6 potentials have 
beenn taken: 

0(r)0(r) = 
6E 6E 

a-6 a-6 -a -a 
ff \ 6 

\r\r  J 
(6.2) ) 
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withh r the distance between a N-site and a Kr-atom and with parameter values, a the 

stiffnesss of the repulsive part of the potential, £ the well-depth and rm the diameter at the 

minimum: : 

aa = 12.3 £/kB = 158.3 rm = 4.056 for the Kr-Kr potential30 and 

aa = 13.38, #ftfi = 78.97, rm = 3.893 for the Natom-Kr potential 

(a=(a= 14.55, öfcB = 39.4, rm = 3.73 Natom-Natom) 

Notee that the last quoted parameters are merely used to calculate the Natom-Kr parameters 

withh the use of the Lorentz-Berthelot rule. Four mechanisms that contribute to the 

vibrationall  frequency have been considered: 

1)) the external force, exerted by the surrounding molecules and acting along the 

molecularr axis (1st order contribution) 

2)) the derivative of the external force to the bond length (2nd order contribution) 

3)) the vibration-rotation coupling (VR) 
4)) the dispersion correction (DC) due to the change in polarizability at excitation 

Fromm this, the time average of the total change in thee vibrational frequency eo b̂, the 

amplitudee of modulation J, the autocorrelation function Q(t) of the frequency, the 

correlationn time rc, and the relaxation function q> (t) have been derived with: 

AA = VR)-K) 22 <6-3> 

KroH,fo)-K(Q)) 22
 64 

AA2 2 

rr cc=lim=lim  \'ü(s)ds (6.5) 

cp(t)cp(t) = lexp(i^co(t' )dt'j) (6.6) 

Sincee the total change in the vibrational frequency a)vib, due to surrounding molecules, 

consistsconsists of the four contributions mentioned, the total correlation function contains self-
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correlationss and cross terms. Hence, the correlation time consists of a sum of terms for each 
off  the effects27. 

Thee change in potential energy at excitation (DC) was calculated directly from the 
differencee in frequency between the experimental and the simulated data, as will be 
describedd below. To derive the parameters for the dispersion correction for nitrogen in 
kryptonn at various concentrations, the DC for solid nitrogen (x = 1), and for the infinite 
dilutionn of nitrogen in krypton (x = 0) have been determined. 

Thee chosen DC potential27 that accounts for the pressure dependence of the energy gap 
betweenn the experimental and the calculated frequency for fluid nitrogen without DC has 
thee form 

aa b 
.6 6 

A®A® = — -— (6.7) 

rr  r 

Thee parameters for fluid N2 have been determined previously14. In order to derive the 
parameterss for solid nitrogen (a = 195000 A12 and b = 421 A6) three simulation runs have 
beenn performed, simulating a box with 384 particles in hep configuration at 296 K, at 
pressuress just above the fluid-solid transition. From the simulation runs, the vibrational 
frequencyy without DC, as a function of pressure, was obtained. The experimental data are 
takenn from Ref. 31 using the expression: 

vv  =  2323.6 5 +  5.264/ ? -  0.2783/? 2 (6.8 ) 

Too determine the parameters for the dispersion correction (DC) for nitrogen in krypton, 
severall  simulation runs have been carried out for one nitrogen molecule in a box with 255 
kryptonn atoms (infinite dilution of nitrogen in krypton, x = 0). Since the vibrational 
frequencyy is linearly dependent on x, the experimental data was linearly extrapolated to x = 

0.. The parameters for the DC term then were obtained by fitting the calculated values with 
thee experimental data. Doing so, no suitable parameters could be realized using Equation 
(6.8).. Instead, a DC term of the form 

A^A  ̂ a b A0A0 — ——- — 
r

88
 r

6 (6.9) 

withh a- 7000 A8 and b = 550 A6 (solid fee phase) 
andd a= 9600 A8 and £ = 300 A6 (fluid phase) 

turnedd out to be satisfactory. 
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Inn the following, a few remarks concerning the chosen potential are made. For N2 in N2-Ar 

(Ref.. 32) and N2 in N2-Ne (Ref. 21) a suitable DC potential could be established using the 

generall  form of Equation 6.7. For N2 in N2-Xe (Ref. 20) this form was not suitable and 

insteadd only an r6 term was used. The need of the repulsive part (r 12) could be related to the 

sizee of the atoms. While for small atoms (Ar and Ne) this repulsive part is necessary, for 

largee atoms (Xe) the term is not needed, as the particles probably do not approach each 

otherr as closely as in the case of small atoms. 

Forr N2 in Kr (krypton is slightly larger than argon), no correct adjustment could be realized 

usingg only the r 6 term. Adding a repulsive part did not result in any improvement, instead, 

thee r"8 term, which is the next term in the progression of the dispersion expansion, was used. 

Finally,, it must be mentioned that for nitrogen, no correct adjustment could be realized 

usingg an r"8 term. 

6.33 Result s 

Thee molecular dynamics simulations of the solid mixtures of krypton and nitrogen have 

beenn carried out on model systems in a box provided with periodic boundaries, consisting of 

3844 and 256 particles for the hep and fee configuration respectively. The calculations have 

beenn performed in the pressure range 0.7-9.75 GPa at 296 K. The systems consisted of N2 

molee fractions x = 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1. For nitrogen infinitely diluted in krypton (x -

0)0) the system consisted of one single N2 molecule in a Kr bath. All registrations were made 

withh equidistant time steps of 0.01 ps throughout a simulation time of 1000 to 3000 ps. 

Sincee krypton solidifies in the fee structure, this configuration is used for x = 0 (1 N2 

particlee in 255 Kr particles). All other model systems have been simulated using the hep 

lattice.lattice. It must be mentioned that simulation results for pure nitrogen and previous results on 

nitrogenn in argon (not published) showed no significant difference in the frequency for the 

hephep and the fee lattice. As the diameters of Kr and N2 correspond even better than those of 

Arr and N2, we may assume that also for nitrogen in N2-Kr, the frequencies in the hep and 

feefee structure will be similar. 

6.3.11 Static configurations 

Itt should be noticed that in performing simulations in the mixed solid phase, during each 

runn the configuration is fixed. For the mixed solids, a few random configurations have been 
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simulatedd for each composition. In addition, for the systems with x = 0.50 and 0.75, a few 

speciall  configurations, as described below, have been investigated. 

Forr the 0.50 mole fraction mixture: 

A)) Starting with a box provided with periodic boundaries and composed of 8 layers of N2 

particles,, every other layer is replaced by a layer with Kr particles. In this way, the 

systemm consists of equal mole fractions N2 and Kr and the surroundings of all particles 

aree equal. Considering only nearest neighbors, each N2 particle is surrounded by 6 N2 

andd by 6 Kr particles. 

B)) Again the system consists of equal mole fractions N2 and Kr but now 2 different 

surroundingss are created. Starting with a box composed of N2 particles, every other 

moleculee is replaced by a Kr particle in such a way that half of the nitrogen molecules 

havee 4 N2 and 8 Kr particles as neighbors and the other half is surrounded by 6 N2 and 

66 Kr particles. Hence, we have 2 'types' of molecules. 

Forr the 0.75 mole fraction mixture: 

C)) The Kr particles are placed on top of the N2 particles in the following order: 6 layers 

N22 and 2 layers Kr. Taking only nearest neighbors into account, this configuration 

resultss in 2 'types' of molecules: molecules that are completely surrounded by N2 and 

moleculess that are surrounded by 9 N2 and 3 Kr particles. 

D)) A Kr cluster with spherical shape (25% of the particles), surrounded by N2 particles. 

Withh this configuration, many distinct molecules are simulated, with numbers of N2 

neighborss ranging from 1 up to 12. 

E)) A N2 cluster (75% of the particles), surrounded by Kr particles, again giving many 

'types'' of N2 molecules. 

Forr all other simulations, random configurations were generated. 

Thee calculated spectra are obtained by Fourier transformation of the relaxation function: 

I(co)I(co) = ~\le^'(p(t)dt (6.10) 

Figuree 6.1 shows the absolute value of three typical relaxation functions, plotted on a 

linearr scale (a) and on a logarithmic scale (b), for mole fractions x = 1 and x = 0.75, system 

CC and for a random configuration with x = 0.75. The corresponding spectra are presented in 

Figuree 6.2. The behavior of the relaxation functions for all random configurations is 
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comparablee to the one plotted in the figure (dashed line) except for the fact that, for the 
mixturess with equal mole fractions, the decay occurs somewhat faster. The relaxation 
functionss for x = 0 and for system A (x = 0.50) are comparable with that of neat nitrogen but 
withh slightly faster decay. Clearly, the fastest decay occurs for the mixtures with random 
configurations. . 

Inn earlier studies21 it was shown that, by straight forward transformation of the 
relaxationn function, the obtained profile is seriously smudged by noise which is caused by 

xx = 1 
xx = 0.75C 
xx = 0.75 random 

400 60 
f(ps) ) 

100 0 

11 l \ J b) 

200 40 60 80 100 
f(ps) ) 

Figuree 6.1 Absolute value of typical relaxation functions for several 

configurationss in the hep lattice at 5.0 GPa and 296 K, plotted on linear scale (a) 

andd on a logarithmic scale (b). All functions have been replaced by an 

exponentiall  fit  up from 120 ps. Dash dotted line: x = 1; solid line: x = 0.75, 

systemm C; dashed line: x = 0.75, random configuration. 
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considerablee scatter in the relaxation function at large values of t. Kubo23 has shown that, 

forr any stochastic process with ca(t) = COQ + co,(t), the absolute value of the relaxation 

functionn decays exponentially for r » rc while the bulk information about the profile is 

03 3 

(a) ) 

xx = 1 

I1. . 
i! ! 
i! ! 
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/  \ 
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(b) ) 

xx = 0.75, random 

l l 

sin n 

-T--T-
5 5 10 0 15 5 

(c) ) 

xx = 0.75, system C 

0 0 10 0 

vv«« (cm"1) 

- i — — 

15 5 

20 0 

"" v v 

20 0 

20 0 

Figure.. 6.2 MD spectra concerning hep configurations at 5.0 GPa, obtained 
byy Fourier transformation of the relaxation functions that are plotted in Figure 
6.1.. The line types correspond to those in Figure 6.1. Additional dotted lines in 
figuree (b) and (c): smoothened spectra. 
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X X 

00 (fee) 

0.25 5 

0.25 5 

0.25 5 

0.25 5 

0.25 5 

0.50 0 

0.50 0 

0.50 0 

0.50 0 

0.50 0 

0.50 0 

0.75 5 

0.75 5 

0.75 5 

0.75 5 

0.75 5 

0.75 5 

0.75 5 

0.75 5 

1 1 

config. config. 

random m 

A A 

B B 

C C 

D D 

E E 

random m 

„ „ 

„ „ 

,, , 

,, , 

FWHM FWHM 

(cm1) ) 

0.62 2 

2.78 8 

2.94 4 

2.73 3 

2.89 9 

2.33 3 

2.71 1 

3.65 5 

3.21 1 

2.68 8 

0.63 3 

1.37 7 

1.9 9 

1.9 9 

2.03 3 

3.13 3 

3.14 4 

3.19 9 

3.32 2 

2.73 3 

0.61 1 

lineline shift ret line shift 

(cm') ) 

2338.12 2 

2338.56 6 

2338.62 2 

2338.41 1 

2338.72 2 

2338.48 8 

2339.78 8 

2339.94 4 

2339.80 0 

2339.67 7 

2340.11 1 

2339.22 2 

2343.32 2 

2341.11 1 

2343.08 8 

2343.69 9 

2341.54 4 

2341.48 8 

2341.66 6 

2341.55 5 

2343.37 7 

(cm"1) ) 

8.212 2 

8.65 5 

8.71 1 

8.5 5 

8.81 1 

8.57 7 

9.87 7 

10.03 3 

9.89 9 

9.76 6 

10.2 2 

9.31 1 

13.41 1 

13.2 2 

13.17 7 

11.78 8 

11.63 3 

11.57 7 

11.75 5 

11.64 4 

13.46 6 

vmeant>/P(v) ) 

(cm') ) 

8.212 2 

8.869 9 

8.875 5 

8.604 4 

8.943 3 

8.676 6 

9.851 1 

10.02 2 

9.963 3 

9.733 3 

10.2 2 

9.314 4 

13.27 7 

12.92 2 

12.94 4 

11.7 7 

11.58 8 

11.55 5 

11.67 7 

11.57 7 

13.46 6 

A/2m A/2m 

(cm1) ) 

6.065 5 

6.567 7 

6573 3 

6.517 7 

6.579 9 

6.505 5 

6.832 2 

6.886 6 

6.845 5 

6.792 2 

6.809 9 

6.720 0 

7.274 4 

7.255 5 

7.290 0 

7.121 1 

7.110 0 

7.120 0 

7.138 8 

7.095 5 

7.250 0 

Tablee 6.1 Analysis results of MD simulations at 5.0 GPa. For an explanation 

off  the configurations, the reader is referred to the text. 
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storedd in the initial part of <p(t). Therefore, in order to improve statistics, for the 'pure' 
systemss the relaxation function has been fitted with an exponential function in the range 
t,„t,„  < t < t„.  The values of the relaxation function are replaced by those of the exponential fit 
forr r > t„.  It has been verified that the exponential decay is set in at t < tm and also, that the 
resultss in the width are not sensitive to the choice of the range. A full description of the 
appliedd procedure is given in Ref. 28. 

(a ) ) 

(b ) ) 

ii  1  1  1  1  1 

00 5  1 0 1 5 2 0 2 5 

xx  =  0.5 0 

0 0 
1^ ^ 

5 5 10 0 15 5 20 0 25 5 

xx  =  0.7 5 

0 0 5 5 10 0 15 5 20 0 25 5 

"re ii  ( c m _ 1) 

Figuree 6.3 MD spectra concerning random hep configurations at 5.0 GPa, 

obtainedd by Fourier transformation of the relaxation functions. Symbols: 

simulationn data, solid lines: Lorentzian fits, dashed lines: Gaussian fits. 
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Forr all mixed systems, except system A, the situation is complex. Since not all 
moleculess experience the same surroundings and the configuration is static, apart from 
vibrationss around the lattice positions, different frequencies co0 for the distinct molecule 
'types'' exist. Consequently, some of the contributions to the frequency correlation function 
showw a limiting value not equal to zero. Hence, the correlation time defined in (5) is infinite. 
Thereforee rc is not an appropriate parameter for these systems. The relaxation functions for 
thesee mixtures consist of a superposition of curves (Figure 6.1 (a) and (b)). These functions 
havee been treated in the following way. After thorough investigation it was found 
that,, by fitting <p(t) in the range 0 < t < t„  with an exponential function and replacing the tail 
(ff  > r„  = 120 ps) by the fit, the line shape of the obtained spectra is not sensitive to the 
choicee of tn for values of t„  > 100 ps but the scatter is reduced considerably. The spectra 
derivedd in this way show multiple peaks, as can be seen in Figure 6.2 (b) (dashed line). It 
mustt be mentioned that these peaks are reproducible and are caused by the discrete 
distributions,, since repeated simulations with identical configurations but different starting 

$ $ 

.6 6 

.E E 

-D D 

.8--

Krr 0.25 0.50 0.75 N2 

x(molee fraction) 

Figuree 6.4 Amplitude of modulation as a function of the N2 mole fraction at 

5.00 GPa. Special configurations, indicated with capitals A to E, are explained in 

thee text. The dashed line is a guide for the eye through the data with random 

configurations. . 
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velocityvelocity distributions result in similar spectra. Note that the sine-like curved scatter in the 
wingss in Figure 6.2 (c) is caused by a small discontinuity in the slope of the relaxation 
functionn at the point were the exponential fit  starts. 

Inn contrast with the experimental spectra, the calculated spectra show several peaks 
andd are therefore difficult to compare with the experimental spectra. For that reason, all 
spectraa stemming from the mixtures, except for system A, have additionally been 
smoothened.. The resulting spectra, indicated with dotted lines in Figure 6.2 (b) and (c), 
consistt of a single peak and can be used for comparison with the experimental spectra. 

Thee numerical results are given in Table 6.1. In the third column the FWHM is given. 
Columnn 4 shows the peak positions of the calculated spectra. Next, the frequency change 
withh respect to the frequency of an isolated, non-rotating molecule33 (v0 = 2329.91 cm') is 
given.. In column 6 the mean frequency of the momentary distribution function is given. The 
amplitudee of modulation, defined in Equation 6.3 and given in wave numbers A/2nc, is 
denotedd in column 7. 

2350 0 

2345 5 

§§ 2340 

2335 5 

2330 0 

<>> o - ' 

OO solid at 5.0 GPa, MD 
oo solid at 5.0 GPa, exp 

>C,D,EQQ . t 

Krr 0.25 0.50 0.75 

x(molee fraction) 

Figuree 6.5 Vibrational frequency of nitrogen diluted in Kr versus the nitrogen 
molee fraction at 5.0 GPa (solid). Diamonds: simulation data, circles: 
experimentall  data, homogeneous hep phase. The dotted line represents a linear fit 
throughh the experimental data points. 
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First,, let us compare the MD results for the random configurations with those of the 
puree systems. A selection of the spectra is depicted in Figure 6.3. All spectra have been 
fittedd with a Lorentzian curve (solid line) and with a Gaussian curve (dashed line). For the 
neatt N2 system and for x = 0 the relaxation function decays exponentially already for very 
smalll  t and very slowly. As a result, the calculated line shape (Figure 6.3 (a)) is Lorentzian 
andd the FWHM is small. Hence, these systems are in the fast modulation regime. For the 
mixtures,, the relaxation function does not decay exponentially for small t. Therefore the 
calculatedd line shape deviates from a Lorentzian curve and has a large Gaussian component, 
ass can be seen in Figure 6.3 (b) and 6.3 (c). Since the decay occurs much faster compared to 
thee neat systems, the widths of the spectra are much larger. Moreover, for x = 0.25 and 
xx = 0.75, the spectra are asymmetrical, as can be seen in Figure 6.3 (c). For x = 0.25 the 
pointss of the wing at the high frequency side of the spectrum have a higher intensity than the 
Gaussiann curve. The same effect can be observed for x = 0.75 but now the wing is situated 
att the low frequency side of the spectrum. 

0.255 0.50 0.75 

xx (mole fraction) 

Figuree 6.6 Individual contributions to the calculated frequency of nitrogen 

dilutedd in Kr relative to the isolated, non-rotating molecule (v0 = 2329.91 cm"1) 

togetherr with the total relative shift. 
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Thee composition dependence of the amplitude of modulation is depicted in Figure 6.4. 
Itt is clear that, for the random configurations, the amplitude of modulation increases 
monotonicallyy with x. For the infinite dilution and for pure N2 at 5.0 GPa, A line - 6.05 and 
7.255 respectively. The values for the intermediate concentrations are situated on a curved 
linee in between both extremes. 

Thee vibrational frequency as function of the concentration is shown in Figure 6.5. For 
comparison,, the experimental data at 5.0 GPa are also plotted in the figure (circles, x = 

0.06:: fee, x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 0.93: hep). All experimental points except those for pure 

1 1 
1 1 

1 1 
1 1 

1 1 
1 1 

1 1 

-1 -1 
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i i 

 MD 0.7 GPa 
oo MD 5.0 GPa 

 exp 0.7 GPa 
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''  \ 

 f ** \ ,, \ 
.. V 

11
t t 
> > 
i i 

Krr 0.25 0.50 0.75 N2 

xx (mole fraction) 

Figuree 6.7 FWHM versus the nitrogen mole fraction for N2 diluted in Kr at 
0.77 GPa (squares) and 5.0 GPa (circles). Full symbols: experimental data, open 
symbols:: MD simulations. Squares: fluid phase, circles: homogeneous hep phase. 
Dashedd and dotted lines: guides for the eye through the simulation data with 
randomm configurations and through experimental points at 5 GPa. All 
experimentall  data points except those for pure N2 have been obtained by linear 
interpolation.. The experimental value of the frequency of pure P-N2 at 5 GPa has 
beenn obtained by linear extrapolation, since nitrogen is in the 8 phase at this 
pressure. . 
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N22 have been obtained by linear interpolation. The experimental value for pure (3-N2 has 

beenn obtained by linear extrapolation, since pure nitrogen is in the 8 phase at this pressure. 

Ass in the fluid phase, the vibrational frequency in the solid increases monotonically with x. 

Moreover,, while the peak positions for the random configurations are in agreement with the 

experimentall  data, those for the ordered configurations deviate from the experimental 

values.. In Figure 6.6 the four individual contributions (l rst and 2nd order, VR, and DC) to 

thee relative frequency shift as well as the total relative shift are shown. The figure shows 

thatt the DC contribution to the frequency is substantial, especially for high krypton 

concentrations.. Moreover, the composition dependence is mainly caused by the DC and to a 

lesserr degree by the first order effect, while the second order effect and, of course the VR, 

aree not significantly sensitive to the concentration. 

Thee FWHM of the calculated spectra as well as the experimental values are plotted 

againstt the mole fraction in Figure 6.7. For the molecular dynamics simulations as well as 

forr the real systems, a maximum in the width occurs at about equal mole fractions. In the 

fluidd phase (0.7 GPa, squares), the calculated linewidths agree well with the experimental 

data.. However, comparing the values in the solid phase (5.0 GPa, circles) with the 

experimentall  data, it is clear that there is qualitative agreement but the widths of the 

calculatedd spectra are considerably higher. 

Regardingg the layered and clustered configurations, the situation is quite different. 

Sincee system A has been set up in such a way that each particle has the same number of N2 

andd Kr particles as nearest neighbors, one expects a single frequency distribution with a 

peakk position comparable to those of the random configurations with x = 0.50, which is 

indeedd the case. Yet, because of this single distribution, the width is much smaller than 

thosee of the random configurations at x = 0.50 and in fact comparable with x = 0 and x = 1. 

Nott only the linewidth but also the relaxation function is comparable with that of the latter 

twoo systems. Hence, this system is in fast modulation. Also interesting are the mixtures in 

whichh two or more different surroundings are created. Regarding only nearest neighbors, in 

systemss B and C two, and for systems D and E even more 'types' of molecules exist. 

Consequently,, for these systems the calculated spectra consist of a superposition of modes. 

Forr system B the peak positions are shifted to lower values compared to the random 

configurations,, while for the systems C, D, and E the values are a bit higher. 

Apartt from this, these three systems are comparable with the random configurations, in 

thee sense that the relaxation function does not decay exponentially for small t and the 

spectraa are asymmetrical. Comparing the systems C, D, and E to system A, the decay of the 

relaxationn function occurs faster, but comparing these systems to those with random 

configurationss the decay is slower, as expected. The values of the FWHM are high 

comparedd to system A but less than those of the random configurations. The values for the 
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amplitudee of modulation and the frequency do not differ substantially from those of the 

randomm systems. The spreading in A and in the relative frequency is about 3% for the 

distinctt configurations. 

6.3.22 Non static configurations 

Additionally,, for the random configuration with x = 0.50 at 5 GPa, four simulations have 

beenn performed during which the configuration is not kept constant but instead, at equal 

timee intervals, the positions, velocities and rotations of two or more N2 particles are 

interchangedd while the frequency correlation function is not. Henceforth this switching of 

quantitiess is referred to as 'swapping particles'. If, for example, repeatedly 2 out of the 192 

N22 molecules swap in the time interval between two subsequent registrations (1014 sec), the 

averagee time needed for all molecules to swap once is about 1 ps. Hence, each N2 particle 

remainss for about 1 ps at a certain position and this value can be considered as the diffusion 

correlationn time. By varying the number of molecules that simultaneously switch, the 

correlationn time can be varied. In this way four simulations with identical starting 

configurationss have been performed. The results are shown in Table 6.2. It turns out that the 

obtainedd linewidths (2nd column) strongly depend on this diffusion correlation time. 

diffusiondiffusion FWHM 

timetime (ps) (cm"1) 

0.22 0.65 

0.55 0.83 

11 1.05 

SS 1.91 

Tablee 6.2 Calculated diffusion time and linewidth for the simulations with 

non-staticc configurations. 
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6.3.33 Pressure dependence of the linewidth 

Thee experimental results (chapter 5) show a strong pressure dependence of the linewidth of 
N22 in Kr in the solid phase while in neat P-nitrogen the linewidth barely increases with 
pressure.. A possible cause for this different behavior could be that the diffusion slows down 
att increasing pressure. After all, in mixtures, slowing down of the diffusion results in line 
broadening.. If this is the case, simulations with identical configurations should show a 
pressuree dependence of the linewidth, similar to that of the pure system. To investigate this 
hypothesis,, some subsequent simulations with identical static configurations have been 
performedd for the 0.50 mole fraction mixture in the pressure range 0.7-9.75 GPa. In contrast 
too expectations, the results show a strong pressure dependence as can be seen in Figure 6.8. 

E E o o 

I 3 3 

puree N2 

 x=0.50 Exp 
aa x=0.50 MD 

TT 1 -

00 4 
II  I 

88 12 16 
PP (GPa) 

Figuree 6.8 linewidth against pressure for the mixture with x = 0.50. Squares: 
calculatedd widths with static, identical configuration, circles: experimental 
widths. . 
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6.44 Discussio n and conclusion s 

6.4.11 Composition dependence of the frequency and the linewidth 

Itt was found that the composition dependence of the frequency is mainly caused by the DC 

andd not by the second order effect or the vibration-rotation coupling. Due to the high 

polarizabilityy of krypton at excitation of the nitrogen molecule, the DC for N2 in N2-Kr is 

relativelyy large (negative) compared to helium and neon in the systems previously 

investigated. . 

Thee amplitude of modulation as well as the vibrational frequency of nitrogen in 

kryptonn in the solid phase increase monotonically with x. For the frequency, the dependence 

iss linear. The latter effect has been reported for other binary systems with nitrogen in the 

fluidd phase namely, N2-He and N2-Ne (Refs. 14 and 21, experimental and calculations) and 

N2-Arr (Ref. 34, experimental). Because of the concentration dependence, all spectra 

originatingg from the mixtures, except for x = 0.50, are asymmetrical. The asymmetry is 

reflectedd in the peak position of the spectra that deviate from the mean frequencies of the 

momentaryy distribution function, as can be seen from Table 6.1, comparing columns 5 and 

6.. Obviously, the asymmetry is caused by the fact that some frequencies occur more 

frequentlyy than others. For example, in case C (x = 0.75) the asymmetry is caused by the 

factt that 2/3 of all molecules is surrounded by 12 N2 particles while 1/3 is surrounded by 9 

N22 and 3 Kr particles. In other words, more molecules with high frequencies (as in pure 

nitrogen)) than molecules with lower frequencies exist. For the random systems, similar 

argumentss are valid. For instance in the x = 0.75 case the majority of the molecules will 

havee 9 N2 neighbors. Since there are more possibilities to have less than 9 N2 neighbors 

thann to have more, the spectrum shows a wing at the low frequency side. 

Accordingg to the Kubo theory"", for two limiting situations the line shape and the 

widthh are given by simple expressions. In the fast modulation regime (AT, « 1) the line 

shapeshape is Lorentzian and the linewidth can be calculated with 

FWHMFWHM = 2A2xc. (6.11) 

Inn the slow modulation regime (ATC » 1) the line shape reflects the momentary frequency 

distributionn and the width is given by FWHM = 2A. In the solid, for the 'pure' systems (x = 

00 and x = 1) and system A, xc is equal to 0.0447, 0.0309, and 0.0363 ps respectively. As 
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mentionedd before, these systems are clearly in fast modulation, as shown by the behavior of 

thee relaxation function, the Lorentzian line shape and the small correlation time. With Arc = 

0.054,, 0.042, and 0.047 respectively, the Kubo condition (Azc « 1) is indeed satisfied. 

Further,, using Equation 6.11, the calculated widths (0.62, 0.61 and 0.63) are equal to those 

obtainedd from the relaxation function (Table 6.1, column 3). Note that, although for the 

mixturess with random static configurations, the line shape is nearly Gaussian and the 

FWHMFWHM is very large, these systems are still not in the slow modulation regime, since the 

widthss are much (five to ten times) smaller than 2A. Apparently, the effect of motional 

narrowingg is still rather strong. 

Bondarevv and Mardaeva24 argue that the band broadening around x = 0.50 in liquid 

mixturess is due to concentration inhomogeneities. In addition, Knapp and Fischer1'5 and 

Moserr et al.6'] ' assume the existence of several environments, caused by different numbers 

off  neighboring particles. The authors reason that each environment produces a specific 

profilee and the total spectrum shows, due to partly overlapping frequencies, a single broad 

line.. If this is indeed the case, then the broadening effect at x = 0.50 is caused by a 

maximumm of the amplitude of modulation around x = 0.50. However, as mentioned earlier, 

previouss investigations have shown that A increases linearly with concentration. On the 

otherr hand, a strong increase in the correlation time was found around x = 0.50 (Ref. 22). 

Therefore,, it seems very plausible that, in liquid mixtures, in contrast to the arguments of 

Knappp and Fischer, the influence of diffusion is considerable, so that in a relatively short 

timee each molecule encounters all possible surroundings. Muller et a/.35 reported Raman 

echoo experiments on CH3I in a 50 mole% liquid mixture with CDC13. They measured a 

finitee lifetime for the concentration fluctuations. In contradiction with conclusions of Knapp 

andd Fischer, Muller et al. identified the source of the inhomogeneous broadening as 

concentrationn fluctuations in the time domain. 

Inn the simulation model for the solid, the situation is quite different, since the 

configurationn is static, apart from vibrations around the lattice positions, and different 

moleculess see different but static surroundings. In this case, the calculated spectrum does 

reflectt the concentration distribution and the line broadening is (partly) due to the number 

off  possible surroundings. Clearly, this effect is strongest for random distributions at equal 

molee fractions and the linewidth indeed shows a maximum at this value. In this case the 

amplitudee of modulation is not a linear function of the concentration but is curved, due to 

thee concentration effect. 
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6.4.22 Diffusion 

Inn contrast with the liquid mixture (squares in Figure 6.7), in the mixed solid (circles) the 

calculatedd linewidth is much larger compared to the experiment. This discrepancy can be 

explainedd in the following way. Since for the simulation data depicted in Figure 6.7 the 

configurationn is static, molecules with different surroundings vibrate around a different 

averagee value, resulting in an infinite correlation time. In fact, this looks like the case 

describedd in Refs 4, 5 and 10, 11. In the real system, two possible situations could occur. In 

thee first situation, the particles do not swap or the time scale of the exchange is long 

comparedd to the time scale relevant for the modulation, thus we have many different 'types' 

off  molecules. Hence, P(co) consists of a superposition of many modes and therefore also the 

spectrumm consists of many peaks. Although the width of each individual peak can be 

reduced,, the envelope can still be quite broad. If, on the other hand, the nitrogen and 

kryptonn particles rapidly switch places in the solid (as in the fluid) each molecule will 

vibratee with all possible frequencies and the momentary frequency distribution P(a>) 

consistss of a single peak. The width of the modulated signal I(a>) is less than in the first 

case.. The discrepancy between the calculated and experimental width can then be 

explained,, assuming that in the real system, also in the solid phase, diffusion takes place at a 

timee scale small enough to account for the modulation. Hence, via interpolation of the data 

givenn in Table 6.2, a rough estimation of the diffusion correlation time can be made. The 

obtainedd value that corresponds to a FWHM, equal to the experimental value (1.8 cm'1) is 

aboutt 5 ps. Surprisingly, this lifetime is of the same order of magnitude as the values (4-7 

ps)) measured by Muller et al.3,5 on a liquid 50 mole% mixture of CH3I in CDC13. 

6.4.33 Pressure dependence of the linewidth 

Inn contrast to expectations, the results of the simulations as a function of pressure (Figure 

6.8)) show a strong pressure effect on the linewidth. The dependence is even a bit stronger 

thann in the real system. The strong increase in the linewidth with pressure in the real system 

cann therefore not solely be attributed to a decrease of the diffusion rate at increasing 

pressure.. On the other hand, experiments showed that the frequencies for the various 

concentrationss diverge at increasing pressure (see Figure 5.1). Hence, in the simulations, the 

individuall  peak positions of the various molecules with different surroundings diverge and 

thee total spectrum becomes broader with pressure. In the real system, this pressure effect is 

lesss strong due to the diffusion. It should be mentioned that, next to diffusion, also 
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resonancee coupling could account for the line narrowing. In fact, with this mechanism not 

thee particles but the phonons interchange. 

6.4.44 Configuration in the real system 

Thee calculated frequencies for the various random, static configurations show a close 

resemblancee to the experimental value and the spreading for each concentration is small. In 

thee case of x = 0.75, the clustered and layered configurations show significantly higher 

frequencies.. Considering the small spreading, a deviation of 1.5 cm'1 is very large. 

Therefore,, also the frequencies provide information about the configuration in the real 

systemm and since the calculated frequencies for the random configurations show a closer 

resemblancee to the experimental values than those of the systems B-E, it is suggested that, 

inn real systems, the configuration is not clustered but random. 

Thee fact that, for systems A and B, the frequencies are lower while for the systems C, 

D,, and E these are higher than those of the random configurations can be explained by the 

following.. For systems C, D, and E, the N2 particles are clustered and most of them have 

onlyy N2 as nearest neighbors. Therefore, the frequencies are higher compared to the random 

configurationss with x = 0.75. In system B, for half of the molecules 4 out of 12 and for the 

otherr half 6 out of 12 neighbors are nitrogen molecules. Hence, the frequencies are lower 

thann those of the random configuration with x = 0.50. For system A obviously, since all N2 

particless are surrounded by 6 N2 neighbors, the frequencies are similar to those of the 

randomm systems with x = 0.50. 

6.55 Summar y 

Uponn dilution, the vibrational frequency of nitrogen in krypton shows a red shift. The 

compositionn dependence of the frequency is linear and mainly caused by the DC. The full 

widthh at half maximum (FWHM) is extremely composition dependent, with a maximum 

valuee of 3.5 cm"1 at equal mole fractions. On the basis of the results for the static 

configurations,, together with earlier experimental data, it is suggested that in the real solid 

systemm the nitrogen and krypton particles exchange places rapidly so that in time, each N2 

moleculee vibrates with all possible frequencies. To make an estimation of the exchange rate, 

severall  simulations have been performed during which the particles exchange randomly at 
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variouss rates. The calculated widths depend strongly on the exchange rate. Comparison of 

thee calculated frequencies with the experimental values points to random configurations in 

thee mixed solids, while comparison of the calculated and experimental linewidth suggests a 

rapidd exchange of the positions of the molecules. The estimated value for the diffusion rate 

iss about 5 ps. 
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Samenvattin g g 

Watt is de relatie tussen het fasegedrag van een zuivere stof en dat van diezelfde stof 

opgeslotenn in een poreus materiaal? Hoe veranderen de eigenschappen van een mengsel 

vergelekenn met die van de pure componenten? Wat is de invloed van het gastmolecuul op 

dee clathraatstructuur? Wat is de microscopische oorzaak voor de soms grote verschillen in 

macroscopischh gedrag voor gemengde systemen terwijl er slechts subtiele verschillen zijn 

tussenn de moleculen? Het in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek heeft deze vragen 

benaderdd door metingen te verrichten aan zowel microscopische grootheden (vibratie 

frequentie,, lijnbreedte en lijnvorm van het molecuul) als aan macroscopische grootheden 

(druk,, temperatuur en samenstelling). 

Dee meeste zuivere stoffen komen voor in meer dan één vaste fase. Van het meest 

simpelee molecuul, stikstof zijn er al vijf verschillende vaste fasen beneden 150.000 bar 

bekendd terwijl water zelfs negen kristalstructuren kent in dit zelfde drukgebied. Één van de 

oorzakenn voor het complexe fasegedrag ligt in het feit dat het molecuul niet zuiver 

bolvormigg is. Daardoor kan het roterende, niet sferische molecuul (afhankelijk van de 

rotatieas)) meer ruimte innemen dan een sferisch molecuul met vergelijkbare diameter terwijl 

datzelfdee molecuul als het niet roteert juist een kleinere ruimte inneemt. Fasediagrammen 

vann mengsels zijn over het algemeen nog complexer en kunnen sterk verschillen van die van 

dee pure componenten. Zo kunnen er geheel nieuwe fasen ontstaan terwijl faselijnen van de 

puree systemen sterk kunnen verschuiven in het mengsel. 

All ee metingen zijn verricht met behulp van een zogenaamde diamanten aambeeld cel 

(DAC)) zoals afgebeeld in Fig. 1.4. Een metalen schijfje met een opening in het centrum (de 

sampleruimtee met een afmeting van ca 0.2 mm) wordt tussen twee diamanten geplaatst. 

Doorr na het vullen van de cel de diamanten aan weerszijden tegen het metalen schijfje te 

persenn kunnen zeer hoge drukken gegenereerd worden (tot enkele miljoenen bar). Diamant 

heeftt naast de bekende hardheid ook het grote voordeel dat het transparant is, zodat het 

aangroeienn en verdwijnen van fasen kan worden geobserveerd met een microscoop en het 

microscopischh gedrag onderzocht kan worden met o.a. Raman spectroscopie. De DAC is 

uitgerustt met een thermostaat/cryostaat zodat de temperatuur geregeld en gemeten kan 
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worden.. De druk wordt bepaald uit de roodverschuiving van de fluorescentielijnen van een 

robijnsplinterr die ook in de sampleruimte ingebracht is. 

Hett tweede hoofdstuk behandelt het clathraat-hydraat systeem water-argon. Clathraat-

hydraten,, kortweg clathraten, ontstaan als water wordt gemengd met een andere component, 

dee zogenaamde gastmoleculen of -atomen (figuur 1.1). Deze vaste stof bestaat uit een 

ijsachtig,, waterstofgebonden netwerk van watermoleculen die kooien vormen van 

verschillendee grootte (figuur 1.2 en 1.3). De gastatomen, in dit geval argonatomen, zijn in 

dee kooien opgesloten. De keuze voor dit specifieke clathraat komt voort uit een 

literatuurstudiee waaruit blijkt dat argon de beste kandidaat lijk t te zijn voor 

clathraatformatiee bij hoge druk en hoge temperatuur. Het leek niet uitgesloten dat Ar 

clathratenn zouden blijven bestaan tot zelfs buiten het voor ons toegankelijke temperatuur en 

drukk gebied. Het onderzoek omvat het vastleggen van de ligging van de clathraat-

decompositiecurvee en van de 3-faselijnen die de grenzen vormen van de gebieden waar de 

verschillendee clathraatstructuren stabiel zijn. De resultaten bevestigden ons vermoeden en 

bewijzenn dat het clathraatgebied zich uitstrekt tot voorbij de smeltlijn van puur argon, en 

zelfss tot aan de smeltlijn van puur ijs VII . Bovendien laten de Raman spectra van de 

gekoppeldee O-H vibraties zien dat er tenminste drie verschillende clathraattypen gevormd 

worden.. Een verklaring voor het veel grotere druk- en temperatuurgebied waarin Ar 

clathratenn stabiel zijn vergeleken met dat van N2 clathraten (N2 en Ar hebben immers 

vergelijkbaree diameters) kan worden gevonden in het feit dat stikstof rotationele 

vrijheidsgradenn heeft en argon niet. 

Inn hoofdstuk 3 wordt een beschrijving gegeven van het onderzoek dat is verricht naar 

hett fasegedrag van stikstof, opgesloten in nanoporeus materiaal. Experimenten bij lage druk 

hebbenn aangetoond dat, wanneer de afmetingen in het poreuze materiaal klein genoeg zijn, 

hett fasegedrag sterk afwijkt van dat van buik-stikstof. De oorzaak hiervoor wordt 

voornamelijkk geweten aan de sterkte van de interacties van de moleculen met de wand. Bij 

hogee druk blijkt echter dat niet zozeer deze interacties maar veeleer de geometrie van de 

poriënn bepalend zijn voor het sterk afwijkende gedrag. De in dit proefschrift beschreven 

studiee bestaat uit twee typen experimenten. Ten eerste zijn er metingen gedaan als functie 

vann de druk bij kamertemperatuur in het gebied waar buik-stikstof respectievelijk 

stabiliseertt in de fluïde, de p en de 8 fase. Ten tweede zijn er, om meer gedetailleerde 

informatiee te verkrijgen, in dezelfde fasegebieden metingen verricht als functie van de 

temperatuurr bij constante druk. Om de invloed van de grootte van de poriën op het gedrag 

tee onderzoeken zijn er experimenten gedaan met gebruik van 4 verschillende porie-

diameters.. De eerste Raman spectra leverden meteen al zeer interessante resultaten op want 

naastt de welbekende spectra van buik-stikstof vonden we de zeer brede pieken die 

kenmerkendd zijn voor amorfe stoffen. Na uitgebreid puzzelwerk werd het ons duidelijk dat 
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dezee brede signalen afkomstig moesten zijn van de stikstofmoleculen dicht bij de wand in 

dee poriën. Voor kleinere poriën toonden de spectra bovendien aan dat er voor deze 

moleculenn een overgang plaatsvindt van een amorfe fluïde naar een amorfe vaste fase. Ook 

voorr de meer in het centrum gelegen moleculen waren de resultaten verrassend. Voor 

groteree poriën komen de frequenties weliswaar sterk overeen met die van buik-stikstof maar 

dee vast-vast p-5 overgangb leek niet bij een bepaalde druk en temperatuur maar in een heel 

druk-- en temperatuurgebied plaats te vinden. De spectra laten bovendien zien dat de 

faseovergangg uitgesteld wordt zowel naar hogere druk, als naar hogere temperatuur. Dit 

duidtt erop dat in beide gevallen de beperkte afmetingen van de poriën de faseovergang 

bemoeilijken. . 

Dee hoofdstukken 4 en 5 bevatten de resultaten van de metingen die zijn verricht aan de 

mengkristallenn stikstof-argon en stikstof-krypton. Deze studies bouwen, samen met de 

moleculairee dynamica berekeningen die beschreven zijn in het laatste hoofdstuk, voort op 

eerderee studies naar het effect van de diameterverhouding van de twee componenten op het 

fasegedrag.. Uitgangspunt was met name het verkrijgen van inzicht in de mechanismen die 

eenn rol spelen bij de oplosbaarheid in de vaste fasen. De Raman spectra zijn gemeten als 

functiee van de druk bij kamertemperatuur, bij verschillende concentraties. Aan de hand van 

dee vergaarde informatie zijn de fasediagrammen van de twee systemen geconstrueerd. Het 

bleekk al snel dat voor het bepalen van de ligging van de fase lijnen niet alleen kennis van de 

vibratiefrequentiee maar ook van de lijnbreedte noodzakelijk was, aangezien de frequenties 

vann het stikstof molecuul in het/cc en het hcp rooster nagenoeg gelijk zijn. Met name uit de 

resultatenn van het systeem stikstof-krypton werd het ons duidelijk dat de oriëntationele 

vrijheidsgradenn van het molecuul een essentiële rol spelen in de evolutie van het 

fasediagram.. Ondanks het feit dat argon iets kleiner is dan krypton, bleek de oplosbaarheid 

vann argon veel kleiner dan de oplosbaarheid van krypton in het stikstof hcp rooster. 

Tott onze verrassing bleek de lijnbreedte niet alleen in de fluïde maar juist ook in de 

vastee fasen extreem sterk afhankelijk te zijn van de concentratie en in tegenstelling met het 

puree systeem, ook sterk drukafhankelijk. Om de mechanismen die bij dit fenomeen een rol 

spelenn verder te onderzoeken zijn er daarom aansluitend computersimulaties aan dit systeem 

uitgevoerd.. De moleculaire dynamica berekeningen zijn verricht in nauwe samenwerking 

mett Dr. Jan P. J. Michels. De vibrationele lijnvormen van N2 in N2-Kr en de daaraan 

gerelateerdee parameters zijn berekend als functie van de samenstelling en de druk. De 

berekendee spectra werden verkregen door volledige analyse van de relaxatiefunctie. In 

eerstee instantie zijn de roosterposities van de deeltjes, afgezien van vibraties rond de 

posities,, constant gehouden. De MD resultaten laten, wat betreft de vibratiefrequenties, 

dezelfdee tendens zien als experimentele resultaten, zowel in concentratieafhankelijkheid als 

inn drukafhankelijkheid. De berekende lijnbreedtes bleken echter nog groter te zijn dan de 
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experimentelee waarden. Omdat diffusie een sterke invloed heeft op de breedte, ontstond het 

ideee van de mogelijkheid dat in het echte systeem de deeltjes zich relatief snel door het 

roosterr verplaatsen. Daarom zijn er aanvullende simulaties uitgevoerd waarbij met een 

willekeurigee volgorde N2 deeltjes van positie wisselen (swappen). Hierbij werd het aantal 

verwisselingenn per tijdseenheid gevarieerd. De op die manier verkregen lijnbreedtes bleken 

inderdaadd sterk afhankelijk van de ingestelde swap-snelheid. De gevonden waarde (5 ps), 

waarbijj  de lijnbreedtes overeenkomen met de experimentele breedtes kan dan beschouwd 

wordenn als een indicatie voor de correlatietijd die verband houdt met de diffusie. Het 

opmerkelijkee aan deze resultaten is dat kennelijk ook onder hoge druk de moleculen nog in 

staatt zijn zich relatief snel door het rooster te verplaatsen. Daarnaast is gebleken dat de 

combinatiee van Raman spectroscopie en MD simulaties informatie kan geven over het 

fenomeenn diffusie in mengkristallen. 
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Eenn groot aantal mensen heeft bijgedragen aan de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift. Dit is 

dee plaats om hen die mij gesteund hebben, direct of indirect, wetenschappelijk of sociaal, te 

bedankenn en terug te blikken op de tijd die ik met hen heb doorgebracht. 

Allereerstt wil ik mijn promotor Jan Schouten bedanken, die een promotiebaan voor mij 

heeftt weten te bemachtigen bij het FOM. Alhoewel, nu ik je beter ken weet ik dat dit een 

peulenschill  voor jou geweest moet zijn omdat jij , waar anderen af zouden haken, er juist 

eenn sport van maakt om met slimme doordachte zetten dingen te realiseren die onmogelijk 

lijken.. Ik herinner me het geploeter bij mijn eerste eigen experiment aan argon clathraten 

nogg goed. Al bij het vullen van de DAC liep ik vast want hoe krijg je in vredesnaam een 

argonn bel in een cel van grofweg een duizendste kubieke millimeter die gevuld is met 

water?? Jouw licht verwijtende opmerking: "Als er problemen zijn kun je ook gewoon naar 

mee toekomen..." begreep ik niet goed. Met zoiets val je een promotor toch niet lastig? Het 

heeftt een hele tijd geduurd voordat ik doorhad dat ji j je taak als begeleider zeer serieus 

neemtt en dat je niet alleen van de vorderingen maar ook van de problemen op de hoogte 

gehoudenn wilt worden. Ik heb veel van je geleerd. Jouw gave om je in te leven in moleculen 

iss werkelijk verbazingwekkend. Vibraties, rotaties, aangeslagen toestanden, ji j vóélt de 

frustratiess van een opgesloten molecuul. Met plezier denk ik terug aan het puzzel werk bij 

hett bepalen van de fasediagrammen en ook (alhoewel ik daar toen soms wel anders 

tegenaann keek) aan de speurtocht die we ondernamen tijdens het nanopore project. Wat 

betreftt jouw voorkeur voor het sporadische gebruiken van komma's heb je me niet kunnen 

overtuigen.. Ik zal er in dit slotwoord dan ook onbekommerd gebruik van maken. Door de 

grotee mate van vrijheid die ik kreeg bij de keuze van de onderwerpen heb ik mijn 

promotietijdd als zeer plezierig ervaren. Erg prettig was het ook dat onmisbare conferenties 

veelall  in exotische gebieden (Rusland, China, Colorado) gehouden werden. 

Alss laatste OIO van de "hoge druk" groep ben ik blij dat de Raman opstelling nu in goede 

handenn is bij Willem Vos (hij wist het antwoord op het argonbel raadsel). Ook voor de 

super-DACC is een tweede leven begonnen. 
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Elinee Kooi, mijn directe collega en kamergenoot in mijn beginperiode heeft mij de fijne 

kneepjess van de hoge-druk technieken bijgebracht. Ik begreep best wel dat ik je af en toe op 

dee zenuwen werkte met mijn vragen over van alles en nog wat, maar het was zo lekker 

praktisch,, je was bijna altijd in de buurt. Ook de eerste stapjes wandklimmen heb ik met jou 

gedaan.. Ik herinner me nog levendig hoe je van de ene op de andere dag zo in the wolken 

wass van Mare dat ik je bezorgd vroeg of je er nog wel met je hoofd bij was tijdens het 

uitlijnenn van de laserbundel. Het ging goed. 

Erik-Paul,, de andere OIO in de groep, deed simulaties aan de onderwerpen waar wij aan 

experimenteerden.. Bij onze eerste ontmoeting hoopte ik, groentje, beelden van bewegende 

stikstoff  moleculen in een rooster te kunnen bewonderen. Jij moest er smakelijk om lachen. 

Plaatjes?? Nee joh, ik kan je alleen een saai computerprogramma laten zien. Ondertussen 

weett ik beter. Virtual reality is voorbehouden aan de elite. Wij moeten het doen met 

snapshotss maar die zijn ook prachtig. Dit boekje getuigt ervan. 

Voorall  in de laatste fase van mijn onderzoek, het uitvoeren van de berekeningen aan 

stikstof-kryptonn mengsels heb ik veel samengewerkt met Jan Michels. Ook van jou heb ik 

veell  geleerd. Je was altijd bereidwillig om ideeën om te zetten in bruikbare computertaal. 

Dee snelheid waarmee je dat doet is verbazingwekkend. Voor het berekenen van lijnvormen 

aann de hand van de relaxatiefunctie heb ik dankbaar gebruik gemaakt van het programma 

vann Floris Smit. 

Elenaa Obraztsova voerde mij in de wereld van de nanotubes. Ik heb enige tijd met haar 

samengewerktsamengewerkt in ons eigen instituut en in het General Physics Institute in Moskou, wat 

resulteerdee in een publicatie. /J,oporaa JleHa, a BaM oieHb ÖJiaro/tapeH 3a TO MTO BU MeHfl 

HayHHjiHH MHoroMy 06 noiucaTicax. ft Hacna>K,aajiCH Bauiefi npenaHHOCTbio K paöoTe 

KOTOpyioo BH noKa3ajiH H TO KaK Bauin mom coTpy/tHHnaioT B HHcraTyTe - 3T0My MO>KHO 

npocTOO no3aBH^OBaTb. Ejiaronapio Bac 3a Bame rocTenpeHMCTBo. 

Enn dan waren er de parabool vluchten. Mijn deelname aan het u-gravitatie experiment 

(invloedd van viscositeit en oppervlaktespanning op de dynamica van bellengroei) in 

samenwerkingg met de universiteiten van Thessaly en Thessaloniki, vloeide voort uit mijn 

stagetijdd bij Teun Michels en staat los van mijn werk als promovendus. U zult er in dit 

boekjee dan ook geen uiteenzetting van vinden. De campagne was het lang beloofde, maar 

steedss uitgestelde hoogtepunt waar we naartoe leefden, Teun, Thodoris Karapantsios, 

Robertt de Bruijn, Maarten Sneep en ik. Het waren ongelooflijk spannende tijden en ik heb 

err veel nieuwe ervaringen opgedaan: de pilotenkeuringen, mijn eerste rit als bestuurder 

(zonderr rijbewijs), de koortsachtige voorbereidingen ter plaatse in Bordeaux, het 

experimenterenn op 10 km hoogte terwijl je gewicht periodiek schommelt tussen 0 en 100 

kg,, de debriefings, onze verboden capriolen tijdens de allerlaatste duik en het pak slaag met 

dee opblaasbare knots dat er op volgde and oh yes, how Greek men relate to female 
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physicists.. It was a real pleasure to work with you Thodoris, despite the quarrels we had, 

noww and then. If another campaign is needed, count me in. 

Zonderr techniek geen experiment. Bedankt Jan Dekker, Bert Zwart, Fred van Anrooij, 

Johann van de Ridder, René Rik en vooral Johan Soede. Waar zouden we zijn zonder jou? Je 

stondd werkelijk altijd klaar om mankementen aan de DACs te verhelpen, plaatjes te vonken 

off  gewoon even bij te kletsen. Een betere ondersteuning had ik niet kunnen wensen. Eline's 

waarschuwingg aan mij: "Al s het een keer niet op de micrometer nauwkeurig hoeft moetje 

hett er bij Johan wel bijzeggen!" is tekenend voor jouw vakwerk. 

Ookk de elektronische ondersteuning en de computersupport mogen niet vergeten worden. 

Dankk aan Piet Sannes en Alof Wassink die de thermostaat verzorgden, aan Derk Bouhuijs 

enn Mare Brugman die nooit klaagden als ik weer eens zonder afspraak binnenliep. 

Voorr de broodnodige afleiding tijdens de lunchpauzes andere activiteiten dank ik Robert 

Spreeuw,, Ronald Cornelussen, Bas Wolschrijn, Nandini Bhattacharya (I got to know you 

betterr at the Fema|eOverMen symposium), Dennis de Lang, David dei Cont, Hessel Castricum, 

Erikk Hennes, Jan Dekker, Jan Oldenziel, Mirjam van Rossum en Piet Boon (feest orkest), 

Mischaa Sallé, Joost Peters, Alexander Osadchy, David dei Cont, Siyamak Forouzanfar, 

Joostt Peters, Michel Zwanenburg (sollicitatie training), Gijs van Soest (Nijenrodeschuitje), 

Pavell  Bouchev, Yuri Janssen, Tom Hijmans, Klaas Prins, Willem Vos, Eline Kooi en Erik-

Paull  (net iets te laat kwam ik er achter datje mijn anarchistische trekjes niet hebt herkend), 

familiee en vrienden (alhoewel ze geen inhoudelijke bijdrage geleverd hebben aan dit 

boekje)) dank ik voor hun support en meeleven. Tycho en Dj una voor hun liefde en geduld 

enn omdat ze zonder al te veel te morren een stukje moeder afstonden aan de fysica. 

Restt er nog één persoon. Zijn onvoorwaardelijke liefde, vertrouwen, steun en medeleven 
zijnn onontbeerlijk geweest. Met een enkele blik wist ji j vaak sneller dan ik het kon vertellen: 
"zwaree dag gehad?" Lieve Peter, ik kan bijna niet wachten om verder te gaan. Er valt nog 
zoveell  te ontdekken. 
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